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Accountants to interview

charges

S tudents of the University of North
Florida majoring in accounting,
and who plan to graduate in December
1983 or May or August 1984 will have the
opportunity to be interviewed on campus
this Fall by recruiters representing the
eight largest public accounting firms, ac
cording to the Career Planning Center.
Interested students must register in
advance for the interviews in Building 2,
Room 2091. The recruiting firms request
ed that students have the minimum
course requirements necessary to take
the Certified Professional Accountant
(CPA) examination in Florida except for
those who will seek employment out of
state.

By Donna Bellamy
Spinnaker Staff Writer

Sea World study program
S ea World’s Shark Institute for edu
cational and research programs,
located in Long Key in the Florida Keys,
will be available to UNF faculty and stu
dents for the acquisition and study of
marine animals and plants.
Proposals for work will be accepted at
the Florida Institute of Oceanography
until October 1,19833 for the period prior
to June 30, 1984, according to an an
nouncement from the department of
Sponsored Research and Training.

Shuttle bus to Beaches
B eaches residents should carefully
check the bus schedules from the
UNF campus to Atlantic and Beach
Boulevards. The Shuttle bus van service
has added two early morning runs and
cancelled Friday runs.
The Jacksonville Transit Authority
UNF special bus will provide three runs
on Fridays, as well as three runs on Mon
days through Thursdays.

Parking decals
W indow decals for 1983-84 should be
on the rear windows of all vehicles
using UNF parking localities. Campus
police are ticketing violators who do not
have the new, white decals which be
came effective Sept. 1. Decals may be
purchased from cashiers in Building One
for one or more vehicles at a cost of $5
each.

Final exams rescheduled
A ll students are advised that the
Fall term examination schedule
has been revised. The schedule printed in
the Fall Schedule of Classes could be in
correct. Students may contact their pro
fessors for the revised dates.
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Dr. Dale L. Clifford, new director of lower division

Clifford named director
of future lower division
By J. Greenhill-Taylor
Spinnaker Staff Writer

Dr. Dale L. Clifford, associate profes
sor of history and charter faculty mem
ber of the University of North Florida,
has been named the new director of
UNF’s lower division.
As director, Dr. Clifford said she will
be in charge of the “coordinating process
of organizing the university for the open
ing freshman class.”
Her responsibilities will include co
ordination of the staffing requirements
for the whole program, sitting on search
committees for prospective faculty, help
ing out in the recruitment of potential
students, and guiding the development of
a lower division curriculum.
The position had been advertised state
wide, according to Dr. Clifford, and a
screening committee reduced the list of

applicants to three finalists. The appoint
ment, announced August 24, was made by
Dr. William C. Merwin, UNF’s provost,
vice president of academic affairs.
UNF President Curtis L. McCray said,
“We are very pleased with the selection
of Dale Clifford. She brings a strong aca
demic perspective with her to the posi
tion.”
Dr. Clifford said her position will be
one of coordination, since much of the
ground work has been done by other
members of the faculty and administra
tion.
“My job is to avoid duplication and to
see that everything comes together,” she
said, adding that she would not be “over
seeing in a power sense,” but with the co
operation and support of an enthusiastic
See Clifford - Page 5

Despite attempts to remain
solely in a teaching position at
the University of North Florida,
Dr. Peter H. Salus, dean of the
college of arts and sciences, has
left the university, calling himself
“a victim of a grave misunder
standing.”
Salus. who has been at UNF
since 1980, at which time he has
also served as special assistant to
the vice president for academic
affairs and as a linguistics profes
sor in the department of lan
guage and literature, sent a letter
of resignation to UNF Vice Presi
dent for Academic Affairs Wil
liam C. Merwin on June 24. What
he resigned from is where the
controversy begins.
In the letter Salus stated: “As
you know, I have been looking at
opportunities at other academic
institutions during this past ses
sion. I now believe that one of
them may (in fact) bear fruit. It
may be that I can serve UNF in
some other way-perhaps on a
purely instructional level, but I
will leave that for future negoti
ations.”
According to Salus, the letter
expressed his wish to remain at
UNF in a teaching position. How
ever, the university’s administra
tion did not agree.
“I did resign as dean and what
ever my understanding at this
time was since my appointment
was dean and professor that I
was resigning as dean but not as
professor,” Salus said. “Dr. Mer
win and President [Curtis] Mc
Cray have said that one entails
the other. I agree that one could
intrepret it that way but I hadn’t
intended it that way and I don’t
think that anyone else expected
it.”
According to Merwin, Salus’
departure had been anticipated
by both UNF administrators and
Salus and that his reassignment
in January as a special assistant
to the vice president was “with
the clear understanding that he
would be leaving the university
on or before the 31st of August.”
Merwin added: “That was an
understanding that the two of us
See Salus — Page 4
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Corrick resigns university relations/lobbyist post
By Joe Palmer
Spinnaker News Editor

“Life is growth and a lot of that growth
is change,” says Dr. George Corrick.
Corrick, vice president of university
relations, recently announced his intent
to relinquish his post at the end of this
year in order to teach educational admin
istration in the university’s College of
Education and Human Services.
A member of the original executive
team that established and guided UNF
during the 1970’s, Corrick joined the uni
versity in July 1970 as its founding dean
of university relations and development.
He was promoted to his present position
in 1976.
His contract as a professor becomes
effective Jan. 1, 1984.
“For several years it has been my in
tention, at some point in the future, to
leave administration and spend a second
career in the classroom teaching educa
tional administration,” he said. “There
are periods of time which provoke
change and examination of change. And
for me, this last year — the 10th anniver
sary of the university — was just such a
time. I was being constantly reminded
that I’ve been here since the place [UNF]
started. I’ve been in this role during that
entire period of time. It’s been a growing
role with larger responsibilities placed on
it, but it’s been the same thing, and it
caused me to think seriously about
change.”
Corrick said the decision to leave ad
ministration was entirely his own.
“Let me just look you straight in the
eye and say absolutely that this is a total
ly voluntary decision with no pressure
whatsoever,” he said. “That is a fact.
Now, the minute you start thinking about
this, you know that there will always be
those people who will say, ‘Sure. Sure it’s
his decision. He was pushed. [President
Curtis] McCray wanted him out,’ or what
ever. That sort of thing bothers me mod
erately, but I know there will always be
people who are suspicious of everything
and I don’t really have to convince any
body but myself.”
Corrick said he might miss his job as
an administrator, but he is pleased that
“very, very few” people have inferred his
decision was not made voluntarily.
“I think the people who know me well
don’t have any doubt about that,” he said.
“They know that my job was secure and
that I made a decision on my own.”
He said he will have a nine month con
tract for $32,000 as a teacher. Currently,
he has a 12 month contract for $49,000.
Corrick said he is not sensitive about
what others may believe about his deci
sion to leave administration.
“I know there are people out
there...but not people who know me,” he
said. “It’s impossible for a person to be,
in every arena, accepted for what he
says.”
Corrick said he was bothered by a re
cent article in the Jacksonville Journal.
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Dr. George Corrick announces career change
not because it inferred he is involuntarily
leaving his post, but because the article
was inaccurate.
“It was literally whole-cloth out of the
mind of the reporter when it said, ‘...re
turns to his first love — teaching.’ I never
said anything close to that,” he said.
“And then it was just factual error after
factual error.”
Corrick said he wrote letters to about
120 people, such as legislators and trus
tees with whom he has close contact, in
order to inform them of his decision.
“I’ve got probably 35 letters that Γve
gotten back from people that make me
feel real good,” he said. “They say,
‘Thank you for writing me and telling me
in advance about your plans. More power
to you. We’re gonna miss you, but you’ll
be an asset to the classroom,’ and that
sort of thing.”
Dr. Curtis L. McCray, UNF president,
said he will immediately begin a national
search in order to choose Corrick’s suc
cessor.

“George Corrick was one of a small
team who helped create and develop this
university,” he said. “The services he
rendered on behalf of the university for
the past 13 years are among the reasons
why this institution is so strong and
ready to serve the needs of the people of
Jacksonville and northeast Florida dur
ing its second and subsequent decades.
Dr. Corrick’s role at UNF has been piv
otal. He was among the key staff mem
bers I first sought out upon my arrival in
a new post in a new city because of his
valuable expertise and his broad influ
ence and credibility with people both
within and outside the university commu
nity.”
Among Corrick’s accomplishments
cited by McCray are the building of
strong UNF ties with community organi
zations and leaders; creation of the UNF
Foundation, Inc., which has a board of
more than 30 area business, professional
and civic leaders; organization of the
alumni association; excellent relations

with area news media and legislative del
egation members, the latter responsible
in part for the recent approval of UNF’s
lower division status, and development of
a wide range of on-going UNF campus
events and community service projects.
Corrick said he had, for many years,
aspired to be a university president.
“I won’t say that’s totally and com
pletely dead, but I went through a period
where that was my single goal,” he said.
“That didn’t really develop for a variety
of reasons and now it’s apparent to me
that in order to pursue that, I’ve got to go
on the national market, and I'm not a bit
interested in doing that.”
A native of Tampa, Fla., Corrick said
his whole life and career has been in the
state and he doesn’t want to leave to seek
a university presidency.
“I really am not interested in pursuing
that goal if it means I’ve got to go to
Kansas, or Ohio, or Massachusetts, or
California, or wherever,” he said. “So as
I began to rethink that, I began to rethink
my own career. But I always thought
that I would spend the last few years of
my career teaching. I always had the
feeling that the most valuable person,
particularly in educational administra
tion in the classroom, is someone that
has the good theoretical education and
good experience, and I happen to think
I’ve had a virtually unique career.”
Corrick earned a bachelor’s degree in
journalism with high honors. He received
his master’s degree in educational ad
ministration and his doctorate in educa
tional administration from the University
of Florida following a four-year tour of
duty in the U.S. Air Force.
He taught educational administration
for the University of Florida in Jackson
ville in the summer of 1971, public rela
tions at UNF in 1975, and was a faculty
member of the National Academy of the
American College Public Relations Asso
ciation at the University of Maryland
during the summer of 1972 and at Notre
Dame University during the summers of
1973 and 1974.
Corrick said he does not expect his
new position to be any easier than his
present one, although he looks forward to
being able to control the pace.
“That’s probably the most significant
change Γm looking for, in that I want to
focus on a smaller list of things and
spend more time on it,” he said. “I think
I’ve learned an awful lot, but I rarely had
the time to contemplate the experiences
Γve had and draw out of them every
thing that I think is there.”

Corrick also said he looks forward to
the lasting type of change associated
with teaching.
“In administration, I think you’re mak
ing a direct effect, however small, right
now,” he said. “You’re raising money, or
See Corrick — Page 3

Eleven year vet leaves UNF for chairmanship at Barna
By Charlie Preston
Spinnaker Staff Writer

Dr. Robert Ford of the department of
business administration is leaving to take
a position as chairman of the department
of management at the University of Ala
bama at Birmingham. Ford will com
plete a UNF 11-year teaching appoint
ment at the end of the 1983 summer
term.
According to Ford, “you’re always
looking for a job.” Ford said he read
about the job in an ad when he was in
New York for a meeting, and was coaxed
by a friend into responding.
He came to UNF as an assistant pro
fessor in March of 1972, as the first fac
ulty member to be hired. He was “fresh
out of grad school from Arizona State
University, and,” he added, “a 27-yearold-idealist.”
According to Ford, when he was first
interviewed by former UNF President
Dr. Thomas Carpenter he was not even
able to view the campus. “I was told it
sat in a swamp and that you needed a

four wheel drive to get here,” Ford said.
“As a matter of fact,” Ford said, “the
first course I taught was a University of
Florida extension course funded by UNF
which I taught at FJC’s south campus be
cause UNF was not completed.”
According to Ford, things at UNF are
different now than when he first arrived.
“The message,” said Ford, “was that
UNF was going to be a different univer
sity — more student oriented, hopefully
with bright young faculty to stimulate
the students.” According to Ford, teach
ers were to work one on one with the stu
dents.
“It was fun. The faculty generated a
lot of energy,” said Ford, “and to be held
responsible for the entire academic cur
riculum was a heady experience.”
As time went on, Ford said, UNF ran
into a lull in the growth pattern (with stu
dents). During this lull, said Ford, UNF
underwent a transition — former Aca
demic Affairs Vice President, Dr. John
P Minahan.
According to Ford, Minahan brought a

change in goals with greater emphasis on
a more traditional faculty. Minahan, said
Ford, wanted to see more publications
and scholarships from the faculty.
“That’s when I started my publications,”
said Ford. “Prior to that, I was more stu
dent oriented.”
One of the biggest changes Ford said
he witnessed was the maturation of the
faculty. “The major problem with UNF
is the people like it too much so they stay
here too long. And people who stay get
set in their ways but,” he added, “they
don’t make as many mistakes as they
used to.”
Ford said the students ruined him.
“They’re more mature. They pay their
own freight and demand their money’s
worth. They push me,” he said. “They
don’t just sit and write down burps and
belches; they hear something stupid and
they raise their hand,” he said.
When asked about what he thought of
the adminstration now, Ford said the
new administration is too young and they
have not had enough time to make their

mark.
Asked about his new job, Ford said he
is excited about taking on the challenge
of being a manager but considers it a
step down even though he will receive a
salary increase over the $35,000 he cur
rently makes.
According to Ford, “as a professor you
sit where you are more or less your own
boss. Taking an administrative position
takes you out of that wonderful nook of
sheltered protection,” he said.
A native of Massachusetts, Dr. Ford
received his BA in 1967 at the University
of Massachusetts in political science. In
1968 he received his MBA and in 1972 he
received his doctorate in business ad
minstration at Arizona State University.
His interests include management, orga
nizational behavior, personnel, and hu
man relations. He has done special re
search concerning motivation to per
form. Ford has written one book,
Principles of Management, and is in the
process of completing his second on or
ganizational theory.
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Russian language teacher
has varied background
By Frank Box
Spinnaker Staff Writer

Dr. Steve Grad, UNF’s new adjunct in
structor teaching the Russian language,
originally learned the language in order
to eavesdrop on Russian radio for the
U.S. Army.
An adjunct professor who works fulltime at WJCT Stereo 90, Grad’s back
ground in the classroom came from a
stint in the Army.
His first memory of the language was
hearing his grandfather, an emigrant
from Eastern Europe, “directing obscen
ities at the czar.” The czar’s habit of
drafting men into his army for twenty
year hitches resulted in “a long line of
conscientious draft-dodgers” in Grad’s
family, and at least one tongue-lashing by
his grandfather, according to Grad.

Grad, however, broke the draft
dodging tradition by joining the Army.

Julie Crowell/Staff

Officer Wayne Johnson helps bring positive police image to pre
schoolers

Campus kiddies tour UNF
learn community careers
By Julie Crowell
Spinnaker Staff Writer

Preschoolers at the University of
North Florida Child Development Re
search Center (CDRC) recently learned
about police officers as part of a learning
unit on community workers and careers.
UNF Patrolman Wayne Johnson an
swered questions from the children such
as “Do you go to the beach?” and “Do
you have kids?”
Johnson later showed them his squad
car and other police equipment.
Everett Malcolm, CDRC director, said
he wanted the children to have a “posi
tive reflection” of police officers.
Other activities at the center included
trips to the campus post office, a secre
tary’s office, the nurse’s office, and the li
brary.
The whole campus was very receptive,
Malcolm said, noting that the art and mu

sic departments set up special times for
the children to visit.
“No one has ever turned us down. The
children even got to visit the (UNF)
president,” Malcolm said.
According to Malcolm, UNF President
Curtis L. McCray also had provided addi
tional space for the CDRC this past sum
mer.
“We wouldn’t have had our summer
program (with 71 enrollment) without
the additonal space,” said Malcolm.
Other learning units the children will
be exploring this fall include the self, the
family, the five senses and the holidays.
This will be the sixth year the children
will fix an entire Thanksgiving feast for
parents, the staff and the other children,
said Malcolm.
“It’s a full turkey spread,” he said.
“But one of the teachers will cook the
bird.”

Child care for evening students
dropped due to budget cuts
By Julie Crowell
Spinnaker Staff Writer

Decreasing evening enrollment and
budget cuts were two reasons why the
children’s night program at the Universi
ty of North Florida Child Development
Research Center (CDRC) was discontin
ued.
Everett Malcolm, the facility’s direc
tor, said the daytime rates would have
been increased if the nighttime program
had been continued.
“We’ve been open at night for 8½
years,” he said. “In the past three to four
years the enrollment (at night) kept
dwindling and dwindling.”
The other problem for CDRC was
more than $6,000 in OPS (Other Person
nel Services) funding was cut, and be
cause of that cut. the CDRC program
had to be modified.
CDRC used to be open from 8 a.m. un

til 10:30 p.m., Malcolm said, but over the
years the complexion of the university
has changed from single parents and Na
vy families to families where one spouse
is at home at during the evenings.
“People would sign up reserving hours
in the evening and then 90 percent of the
parents weren’t coming, he said. “It was
n’t fair to raise the (daytime) rates to
keep the nighttime service available. The
daytime program fills up every term.”
Any parents who desire to have the
evening program should write a letter of
intent to the CDRC stating why and what
hours they would use the service, said
Malcolm.
“There’s no reason the night program
will stay permanently closed if there is a
need for it,” he said.
So far. Malcolm said he has received
five letters from parents saying they
would use the night program.

In the Army he scored well on a lan
guage aptitude test and shortly thereaf
ter found himself in the Army Language
School where he studied Russian six
hours a day, five days a week, for forty
seven weeks. After graduating he was
sent to Turkey to monitor Russian radio
transmissions.
He described his job there as one to
“warn the western world, ‘The Russians
are coming’ as the tanks rolled over me.”
The tanks did not roll and Grad returned
to the United States where he entered
the University of California at Berkeley,
majoring in Russian literature. He went
to Harvard for his master’s and then
back to Berkeley for his doctorate de
grees, both in Russian literature.

After teaching at the Defense Lan
guage Institute as a civilian instructor,
and the University of Louisville, he found
the thrill he received from teaching was
being replaced by a dissatisfaction of
some of the other requirements of the
profession. He said the pressure to con
tinually produce new research in his field
of Russian literature, “took time away
from the students” in order to answer
questions that “didn’t really matter.”

So, when a former student told him an
announcer was needed at a classical mu
sic station near Louisville, Ky., he decid
ed to give it a try. The combination of “a
nice voice and an ability to pronounce
foreign names” got him the job and with
in the year he was the public affairs di
rector and had his own interview show.
The desire to continue working in ra
dio led him to Jacksonville. In 1978 he
was offered a job at WJCT. One of his
first jobs was the early morning classical
music program at Stereo 90.
While still enjoying the challenge of
working for a public radio station, Grad
returned to the classroom after a call
from Dr. E. Allen Tilley, chairman of the
department of language and literature.
There were two earlier attempts at
having a Russian course at UNF, but
both failed to attract enough students.
This time around, enough students were
interested to hold the class.
He currently co-hosts Metro Monday
through Friday from 4 p.m. — 5 p.m. The
Metro show concentrates on presenting
“anything new or different” with selec
tions from jazz, new wave, folk and comedv albums

Corrick plans new career
after replacement is found
From Page 2

lobbying a piece of legislation, or creat
ing a new policy, or whatever and it be
gins to have an effect today or tomorrow.
But it doesn’t last very long. In the class
room, I think, you have a less immediate
effect, but a more significant long-term
effect. And I think that’s something else
Γm looking forward to, that I can shape
your mind, or shape your thinking, or
shape your way of behaving or whatever.
And that goes on a long time as opposed
to doing something right now.”
Corrick said he believes there is not
enough attention to the role of the admin
istrator in relationship to the public.
“I’m not just talking about the tech
niques of public relations, but public af
fairs as a matter of policy and Γm hop
ing, over time, that I might develop a
course that is available across those dis
ciplines in that area,” he said.
Corrick said his immediate plans are
to “get current.”
He said he will not begin teaching until
the summer of 1984, although his contract
becomes effective in January.
“I’ll have the winter (spring) term to
be catching myself up and preparing to
teach and focusing on the courses Γm go
ing to teach,” Corrick said. “There are
some higher education courses that have
been offered — administration of higher
education courses. Γm particularly inter
ested in preparing myself for those
courses.”
Corrick said his upbringing caused him
to experience some initial pressure about
changing jobs, but he quickly learned
that the attitude was “stifling.”
He said he enjoys the freedom to say
“I’ve done this and I've done it well, but

I want to quit doing this and start doing
that.”
He said he believes a person should al
low for options.
“That’s what I tell my kids — get some
options,” Corrick said. “Educate your
selves in such a way that you’ve got op
tions because you can’t predict at 19, or
20, or 22 what you want to do that long.”
He said he comes from a writing back
ground and would like to write a book or
two.
“I’m convinced I’ve got something to
write,” Corrick said. “I ought to be able
to do that better than most people. Γd
never get something like that done in this
job. I can stay in this job until I'm 65 and
go write a book, but I probably won’t
have the energy for it.”
He was editor of the FLORIDALUMNUS magazine during 1967 and 1968. Cor
rick said one of those magazines won the
Florida Magazine Association Award for
the best periodical in the state while he
was editor. In addition, he has co
authored a chapter in The Non-Profit Or
ganization Handbook, published in 1979,
as well as having written a number of ar
ticles for Parade Magazine and several
newspapers.
Corrick is also the co-editor of the
John D. MacDonald Bibliophile. MacDon
ald is a prolific writer of mystery and de
tective novels.
“It’s somewhere between a journal
and a fan-letter,” he said. “It’s fairly
slick, about 45 pages — a twice a year
publication.”
Corrick said he enjoys writing feature
articles and factual pieces, but not fic
tion
“I'm not into that,” he said.
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Salus charges resignation was 'misunderstanding’
From Page ∣

etc. in order to gain enforcement of a
contract.

had together and to promote his future I
agreed to have him stay on in a capacity
of dean--that is to say, so that he could
maintain his title as dean. Well, he went
out and tried to get jobs as dean, vicepresident, provost and all those kind of
things around the country. We wrote 30
letters of recommendation for him so
that’s not something you do when you
fire someone.”
Merwin said after Salus didn’t get a
job elsewhere as dean, he wanted a
teaching job here.
“That’s the point which he started ask
ing me. I said ‘Peter, that was never our
agreement because, one, I really don’t
have a teaching position for you and, two,
it was always my understanding that you
wanted to go be a dean someplace else,
that you wanted to leave the university
or you wouldn’t have resigned and that
we had never made any agreement about
your ‘reassignment,’ and it came as quite
a surprise to me when he went to the
union and the newspapers.
“Another curious thing about Salus’
resignation is that he never once suggest
ed to me in any way that he wanted to be
a professor here or elsewhere,” Merwin
said. All my letters (recommendations)
that I wrote for him were all written for
administrative positions. If he wants to
leave he can leave but don’t come back
and tell me that I owe you a teaching job
because you couldn’t get a job as a dean
someplace. That’s the way I feel about
what’s happened here.”

No legal action

But when asked if he will take the case
to court, Salus responded negatively say
ing “that’s not my thing and I don’t think
I have much of a case.
“I still don’t have enough dislike for
UNF in general,” Salus said. I think UNF
doesn’t need more bad publicity and
that’s one of the reasons Γm not going to
do something. I have a lot of friends at
UNF. I’ve had what I think was a very
good relationship with the students and
the faculty at UNF and Γm very sorry
it’s going to end this way as opposed to
some other way,” he replied.
“No one will disagree that I’ve had a
lot of places where I was the bad boy
with the administration because I dis
agree with a lot of things that have gone
on and I can see where a number of peo
ple would want to take an opportunity to
get rid of somebody who makes noise,”
Salus said. “Probably it’s my careless
ness, if you want, in not making sure ex
actly what I was doing that ended up this
way; but if there hadn’t been someone
who wanted to make sure I wasn’t going
to be around probably it wouldn’t have
occurred.”
Administration blamed

Replacement planned

When asked about a replacement, Mer
win said that Salus will be replaced as
dean of arts and sciences, and he [Mer
win] will begin a “full search after
Thanksgiving.” However, he added that
UNF presently has Interim Dean Ed
ward Λ.
A. Healy who is “doing a marvelous
job.”
According to Merwin, Salus’ salary is
frozen this year and will, along with ev
ery faculty line that is not currently be
ing used, be utilized for faculty summer
session. He said that $400,000 is needed
for a full summer session and “Dr. Salus’
$40,000 salary is just one-tenth of that.”
Merwin also denied rumors that Salus’
salary is being used to supply adjuncts
(part-time untenured professors), saying
“salary money can only be used for fac
ulty lines. Adjuncts are paid for out of a
different funding category, they’re paid
for out of OPS (Other Personnel Ser
vices) money.”
Dr. E. Allen Tilley, chairperson of the
department of language and literature,
said that Dr. Salus has been replaced
with an adjunct and that an additional
one will be hired to replace him in the
spring.
He added: “Dr. Salus is a major lin
guist and we’ll miss him. He has had a
distinguished career.”
Salus also had been prominent in the
Jacksonville area arts activities. For two
years, he helped organize the annual
fund-raising art auction on public televi
sion in Jacksonville and was a chief auc
tioneer and analyst.

A letter was sent to Interim Dean
Healy on June 27 by the department
heads at UNF urging that the adminis
tration allow Salus to teach because of
the “tentative scheduling of five classes”
for the fall term. However, Merwin said
that the letter was “something that was
very badly misunderstood and mishan
dled.”
He added that “the fall quarter sched
ule didn’t have Dean Salus’ name in it. It
(scheduling) was tentative — not ap
proved by Interim Dean Healy or recom
mended to me.”
According to Merwin, since Salus has
been at UNF he has taught one course in
linguistics. That course is offered three
times a year — once in spring, once in
fall and once in summer.

Stall

Controversy surrounds departure of Dr. Peter H. Salus from UNF
“There was not enough linguistics in
that department to offer Dean Salus a
position as a professor of linguistics, he
said. “I’m a business manager and that
doesn’t make a lot of sense to me.
“My first concern is for students. It’s
to provide an appropriate number of
class experiences for them so that they
get their degrees that they come here to
do. My next concern is for my faculty. I
have a pecking order with that and stu
dents come first. I think that’s why they
hired me.
“There will always be controversy
with nearly everything that occurs,”
Merwin concluded. “Some will side up
with Salus although I must say that those
same faculty who might be arguing vehe
mently might look at it differently if they
knew that it was their salary for sum
mer.
Both regret loss

“I wish Peter well in finding a good
job. He is a scholar and he and I have al
ways gotten along quite well. I respect
his decision to resign and I will be sup
portive of him in seeking employment
elsewhere.
“I hate to see this thing emerge again
and again. The only person who will get
hurt is Peter Salus. He’s the one whose
reputation Γm afraid will be hurt by any
further exasperation of the issues.”
Both Merwin and Salus expressed sor
row at the loss of each other’s friendship;
however, Salus voiced concern that the
negative feelings that led to his departure were not Merwin’s, but McCray’s.
“I have been for many years one of
Professor Merwin’s supporters and I in
fact supported him for the position he’s
now gotten and I was a little surprised at
the reaction and there are a number of
people around the university in the light
of conversations including one that I
wasn’t at but I understand where Al Til
ley spoke with Merwin about my teach
ing duties where within in a couple of
days or a week Merwin’s statements re
versed themselves and I think that’s
what gave rise to a lot of suspicions that
perhaps the president (McCray) instead

of the vice president (Merwin) was the
one who was making that decision.”
Although Salus had several options
open to him in attempting to regain his
teaching position, he has decided for var
ious reasons not to pursue them. He cited
his friends that remain at UNF and his
feelings that his case wouldn’t have held
ground among them, the last of which
may have stemmed from talks with the
University of North Florida’s local bar
gaining union.
On July 20 he wrote a letter to Dr. Ste
phen Woods, grievance officer for the
United Faculty of Florida (UFF) Union,
asking for assistance in regaining his po
sition. In it, he stated that “the annual
faculty list shows me as having four
years prior credit towards tenure.”
However, when Merwin was asked
whether Salus held tenure (permanent
employment at a university), he respond
ed: “Tenure is an official status that in
fers permanance on the staff. It is a very
honored title, one of which the members
of the department, chairperson, dean and
ultimately I make the decision. Salus, be
ing a dean, is not in a tenure-earning
rank. He just never held a tenure-earning
role while I was here. In order to be ten
ured. you must teach for five years fulltime — not just one course a term and
Dean Salus was a long way from being
tenured.”
Union refused help

Citing various reasons, Woods told
Salus that the union could not act on his
behalf because as dean, he is not a mem
ber of the bargaining unit.
Dr. Thomas Mongar, president of the
local chapter of the UFF, said that in or
der to meet the definition of an employ
ee, the title must be listed in Appendix A
Class Titles of the BOR(Board of
Regents)-UFF Agreement. Salus’, Mongar said, is not.
He added that the union council voted
against representing him because they
felt that the administration “wouldn’t
have responded.”
Instead they (union) suggested Salus
seek other avenues of appeal — courts,

Salus said that one of the reasons that
he came to UNF was because he saw
many opportunities with undergraduate
education. He felt that UNF could give
the best undergraduate education in
Florida, possibly in Southeast Florida. He
still feels that is true.
“I think with lower division and a dedi
cation on the part of the administration
to doing that, UNF still has tremendous
potential, but it’s very disconcerting in
many ways,” he said. “There’s a lot of po
litical activity that goes on.
“I think it’s a real problem_ part of
that problem is the number of people
who have left in these last 12-14 months.
It’s not just in arts and sciences. There
are several notable people in business.”
“I think a lot of it has to do with what
I’ll call the ‘new administrative policy’. I
think George Corrick stepping down was
part of that and Darwin Coy as dean of
students,” he said.
Corrick has emphatically denied he is
stepping down from the job of vice presi
dent for university relations because of
the change of administrations. Corrick
has said that McCray urged him to keep
the job. Corrick said he simply wanted to
teach, write and do research.
Faculty turnover

Salus said some professors left be
cause they did not see much of a future
on campus with the new administration.
“I think it’s a pity because one can go
from department to department almost
through the whole university,” he said.
“A lot of the most talented people are the
ones who are going.”
In a recent interview, McCray said he
expected some faculty and administra
tive turnover once he took office. Mc
Cray said even without a change in ad
ministration, teachers occasionally leave
simply for better opportunities.
But Salus said the longevity is healthy
for a university for maintaining estab
lished teachers and scholars.
“One could say ‘well that’s what hap
pens when a new administration comes
in and there are a lot of people — old tim
ers who don’t like the change’ — but
these people aren’t really old timers.
“I think it’s a very disturbing pattern.
The really devastating thing is that they
haven’t rehired for most of those people
— so that the students will be suffering
because there are fewer courses being
taught.
“I don’t know where it’s going,” Salus
said. “I think they’re trying to economize
but I don’t know if students are coming
first under those circumstances.”
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faculty and administration. Every arm of
the university is dedicated to making this
(lower division) work, she said.
Dr. Clifford has spent her first week on
the job undergoing a “self-imposed train
ing program” which has included talking
with members of all the different depart
ments to see how they will affect and be
affected by incoming freshmen. She also
is talking to the present University
Scholars (exceptional high school stu
dents who have high SAT scores and who
enter college early) and asking their ad
vice, since “they have been our only
freshmen” to date.
When asked what UNF could offer that
would make it competitive with the other
four-year institutions available to stu
dents, she replied that one of the univer
sity’s greatest advantages will be its abil
ity to offer small classes and individual
attention.
Another strong point will be that the
lower division classes will be taught by
upper level faculty. She said all faculty
will teach on all levels, with no special
freshman/sophomore teaching corps.
The faculty are actually eager to teach
freshman programs, she added.
While there was a controversy several
years before the existence of four-year
status about possible competition for stu
dents with Florida Junior College, Dr.
Clifford said she does not think there will
be too much competition with FJC be
cause “our program will be small.” She
said UNF will be more likely to get stu
dents who otherwise would have gone to
the University of Florida, Florida State
University or Florida Agricultural and
Mechanical University.
There is much cooperative work al
ready going on, she added. The adminis
tration of FJC and the other four-year in
stitutes in town are working together to
avoid duplication and to cooperate in
sharing faculty and facilities. When the
curriculum committee was drawing up a
prospective program of studies, it includ
ed faculty from FJC and Jacksonville
University, Dr. Clifford said.
With an initial freshman class of 200
FTE (full-time equivalent) students ex
pected in the fall of 1984, Dr. Clifford is
working with Dr. Sandra Hansford, inter
im vice president of student affairs, to
develop a recruitment program.
A committee, of which she is a mem
ber, is in the process of putting together
a brochure for the university as a whole,
but which features the lower division.
The brochure will be designed for distri

bution to high schools and other recruit
ment areas.
Dr. Clifford is also available to speak
to civic groups who would like more in
formation on lower division.
She said her intention is to ask for a
great deal of feedback from the first
class of freshmen. She said “By the end
of the pilot year the program should be
running comparatively smoothly. It will
need fine tuning after that.” She also said
that the “class of ’88 will be guinea pigs”
in one sense, but they will also be pro
gram builders for the subsequent classes.
The admissions policy requirements
will be close to the state minimums, said
Dr. Clifford, but added that on the aver
age, the students will have “far higher
statistics”, such as grade point averages
and test scores.
One of the first jobs on Dr. Clifford’s
agenda will be to set up an admissions
committee, which will decide how stu
dent screening is to be done. The com
mittee will be looking at numbers (test
scores, grades, etc.) as well as other as
pects of the person.
As a charier member of the UNF fac
ulty, Dr. Clifford has been a professor of
history at UNF for over 10 years. She will
continue to teach this term, but not next
term, as the demands of her new position
are expected to be especially heavy then.
“Once the program is rolling,” she
said, “this will not be a full-time adminis
trative job.” She will then be able to re
turn to teaching.
McCray said, “historians traditionally
have a broad view” and that will be an
asset to Dr. Clifford in her new position.
Dr. Clifford said she has a sense of
pride and loyalty for UNF based on near
ly 11 years of largely successful building.
As a member of the initial faculty, she
has seen the university grow through
many stages, and now has the opportuni
ty to be in on the beginning of a new
phase in its growth as director of lower
division.
“Dale Clifford has the stamina and wit
that makes her eminently qualified for
the position,” McCray said.

Dr. Clifford was born in Knoxville,
Tenn., and graduated from Vanderbilt.
While pursuing her doctorate degree at
Michigan State, and working as a janitor
for that university, ( a position, she stated
with humor, which allowed her to see ex
actly how a large educational institute
runs from the very lowest level), she was
offered a job at UNF.
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Merwin announces changes in UNF academic affairs
By Spinnaker Staff
A series of promotions and the formal
ization of responsibilities within UNF’s
office of academic affairs look place
Sept. 1, under the direction of Dr. William
C. Merwin, provost and vice president for
academic affairs.

Jones named assistant VP

Additionally, Merwin announced the
promotion of Dr. Joyce T. Jones to assis
tant vice president for academic affairs.
She will be responsible for university re
search, having served previously as di
rector of sponsored research.

Healy named assistant VP
Fane named associate

Dr. Gary R. Fane was appointed asso
ciate vice president for academic affairs.
His responsibilities will include collective
bargaining advisement, academic pro
gram development; budget development,
implementation and monitoring, and
space allocations.
Fane’s new position “is clearly the top
staff position in the office,” Merwin said.
Fane was formerly visiting associate
vice president for academic affairs for
the past year, coming to that job from his
chairmanship of the department of ac
counting and finance in the university’s
College of Business Administration.

Dr. Thomas C. Healy was named by
Merwin as an assistant vice president for
academic affairs. He will continue his su
pervision of the university’s continuing
education program.
He will also assume responsibility for
military education programs, academic
scheduling, and the university participa
tion in the State University System’s
Florida Engineering Educational Deliv
ery System (FEEDS). He will also super
vise the executive conference center and
Downtown Center feasibility studies, and
university activities involving prepara
tion for accreditation visits by the South
ern Association for Colleges and Schools
(SACS) and other accrediting agencies.

Registrar re-named

Healy, interim dean of UNF’s College of
Arts and Sciences.

Dr. Merwin also announced that Ms.
Margene J. Green will formally assume
the duties of the university’s registrar un
der her title as director of records and
registration.

Moore named special assistant

Clifford named dean, lower division

Dr. Dale L. Clifford, associate profes
sor of history, has been named by Mer
win as UNF’s lower division director and
will guide the development of a lower di
vision curriculum.
She has also served as president of the
UNF Faculty Association, a post she will
resign to assume her administrative role.

Merwin announced the one-year ap
pointment of Dr. David G. Moore as spe
cial assistant to the president for devel
opment in business administration.
Moore’s duties will include the devel
opment of an executive MBA degree
program and efforts to acquire funding
for a SUS Eminent Scholars matching
grant, Merwin said.

Karabinis officially appointed

To qualify for the state Eminent
Scholars’ grant funds totaling $400,000,
UNF must raise from private sources a
total of $600,000.

Merwin said Paul Karabinis has been
promoted to the position of curator of the
university art gallery from a staff post in
UNF’s Instructional Communication
Center. He will report to Dr. Edward A.

Moore will take a leave of absence
from his post as chairman of UNF,s de
partment of business administration, to
fill this temporary position.
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ROTC offers challenges
for qualified students
By Gina Allen
Spinnaker Staff Writer

If you are intelligent, physically fit and
of good moral character — and if the
idea of serving your country as a com
missioned officer in the U.S. Army ap
peals to you — the Army Reserve Officer
Training Corps (ROTC) may be just
what you have been looking for.
The ROTC program has existed at the
University of North Florida since 1976
and offers military instruction to quali
fied students.
According to Capt. Gene P. Dickerson,
who is assigned to the university’s ROTC
program, the purpose is to train cadets to
serve as officers in the various units of
the Army, including the Active Army, Ar
my Reserve and Army National Guard.
He said the ROTC seeks to “enroll quali
fied men and women into the program.”
“ROTC training is available on about
800 campuses across the United States in
one form or another,” Dickerson said.
He said when the ROTC program was
first established at UNF, it was taught by
instructors who traveled to UNF from
the University of Florida. The majority
of ROTC programs are still taught in this
manner, with only 320 campuses out of
800 having a full time training staff on
the premises. These campuses, he said,
have a written agreement with the Army
to allow instruction to take place.
Dickerson said there are over 75,000
students in one phase or another in the
four year ROTC programs, with 25 per
cent of that number being women. The
ROTC program, nationwide, commis
sions 7,000 officers a year.
At UNF, he said, there is a total of 15
in the program now. Two are female, and
approximately 20 new cadets are expect
ed in the fall. About one-half of the cadets
presently in the program are veterans of
other services. Their ages range from
20-29.
“With four year status we anticipate
enrollment to increase because we will
have freshmen and sophomores,” Dickerson said. “We’ll have the largest class ev
er. We are constantly growing.”
The ROTC program at UNF is in a
transition phase. The officers in charge
have three-year assignments. Dickerson
will be leaving in December. His replace
ment, Capt. Dale Fage, will arrive in Au
gust in order to have a few months to be
come acquainted with the program.
“With no transition phase, the program
would suffer,” Dickerson said.
All of the officers who help guide the
cadets in the program come from a vari
ety of backgrounds, including different
military backgrounds, said Dickerson
This is beneficial to the cadets because it
enables them to learn different aspects
about the military, the Army, and about
life.
Dickerson said it is the responsibility
of the Army officers to teach the cadets
to be managers.
He said the officers strive for mutual
respect between themselves and the cadets, with a goal of helping the cadets to
“gain maturity and to learn leadership
skills.”
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These goals are reached through inten
sive instruction in the classroom, and
through practical training in field exer
cises. There is a great emphasis on phys
ical conditioning.
In order to be accepted into the pro
gram, a cadet must meet strict qualifica
tions, including but not limited to, the
passing of a written test, medical and
physical examinations, meeting the age
requirements, and being of good moral
character. The reason for strict entrance
criteria and commissioning policies, he
said, is because “we don’t want just any
one to be an Army officer. We are proud
of what we are.”
Dickerson also said the Army wants to
be fair to the cadets. “We wouldn’t want
to mislead a cadet into believing he had
a career in the Army. If that occurs,
we’ve done a disservice to the military
and the individual.”
Dickerson said the enrollment and
graduation requirements for the pro
gram are complicated and they can be
obtained from the ROTC office in Build
ing 11.
Once a cadet has been accepted into
the program by meeting the require
ments, he or she must take 12 semester
hours of ROTC instruction. Those hours
are in addition to the univeristy require
ments for an academic degree. The ca
dets are allowed to major in whatever
academic areas they prefer.
The cadets complete seven hours of
ROTC instruction a week, with about
one-half of those hours devoted to physi
cal conditioning. Attendance at an Army
camp is also part of the program. The
purpose of the camp is to supplement the
in-class training and to teach cadets mili
tary skills.
The current class of cadets returned
from a six week summer camp at Fort
Bragg, N.C., in July. Dickerson said they
were all in good spirits.
“They lost a little weight, and gained a
few muscles,” he said. “ It helps them
physically and mentally.”
After successfully completing the pro
gram, the cadets are commissioned as
second lieutenants in the United States
Army. They have a choice of going on ac
tive duty for three years, or serving the
full six year duty in the Army Reserve or
the National Guard. Most of them choose
active duty.
One or two-year scholarships are
available at UNF for eligible ROTC stu
dents. They are awarded on a competi
tive basis. The scholarships pay for tui
tion, books and fees, but not for room and
board. Dickerson said the cadets are re
sponsible for their own living arrange
ments, but they do get $100 monthly sub
sistence allowances.
He said more students are entering the
ROTC because there is a “resurrgence of
patriotism,” and also because of the eco
nomic situation.
“People are having a hard time finding
a job and are looking for the experience
the military can give.” Dickerson said.
“We are proud of what we are, or we
wouldn’t be here. We feel we are fortu
nate to be assigned here to the Universi
ty of North Florida.”
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Dr. M. Reza Vaghefi: “There is no other single country which is com
parable in higher education to the U.S.''

Vaghefi tells differences
in U.S. and Iranian life
By Emily Campbell
Spinnaker Columnist

Dr. M. Reza Vaghefi, associate profes
sor of business administration at the Uni
versity of North Florida, although born
and raised in Iran, is very impressed
with this country, but he doesn’t think we
are doing enough for the rest of the
world.
Take education, for example. “There is
no other single country which is compa
rable in higher education to the U.S. I
don't believe that American universities
and colleges have made adequate efforts
to open their doors to nationals of other
countries.” He is not only talking about
our advanced computer system and high
technology, but other disciplines as well.
“The university system, in my judg
ment,” he says “is an untapped resource
that can be effectively utilized in the di
rection of educating other nationals. In
return, other nations will understand our
country better. Just think of the impact
on the minds of the youth who will be the
leaders of the future. Here at UNF we
particularly cater to Latin America and
the middle east. In most cases, they will
be our friends when they return to their
countries.”
Another example is international
trade. Vaghefi says “the U.S. imports bil
lions of goods . . . much more than it ex
ports. Japan is a good example. We must
sell, sell, sell — not give. That could be
know-how as well as products. The U.S. is
moving in the direction of services. Ser
vices compensate for inadequacies in ex
ports of manufacturer’s products. They
help improve the balance of payments
with other nations.”
We’re not doing enough, he feels, to
eliminate inflation and unemployment.
He did say that Florida is less hurt, eco
nomically, than any other state in the
U.S. This is because, although we are not
an industrial state, we do have agriculture and services such as banking and
tourism.
Vaghefi has involved himself by doing
research and is in the process of writing
a textbook on international business. “It’s
a new dynamic field,” he says, “and the
future of our country. Before 1972, it was
4 to 5 per cent of the GNP (Gross Nation
al Product). Now it’s 8 per cent, and it’s
going to expand. That is why we need
more students educated in international
business and culture.” Mentioning that
languages are not required at the present
time, he insists they are very important,
especially French, Spanish, Arabic, and
Chinese. He would like to see the devel
opment of an international business pro
gram that will include languages.

“For the U.S. to maintain its leadership
in the world, more American students
have to be able to communicate with oth
er nations, and languages, therefore, be
come a critical part of this long term
world leadership outlook,” he said.
He concluded that not only is this coun
try the “most integrated market in the
world”, but Jacksonville, itself, has
“more potential for international busi
ness than is being delivered now.” We all
know our main import is foreign cars.
Vaghefi’s specialty areas are in busi
ness management and policy; economic
analysis; financial management; and in
ternational business management. He
teaches at both the graduate and under
graduate level.
This semester he has three courses in
business policy. They are all the same
level but have different requirements. He
integrates and employs all the econom
ics, marketing, finance, accounting, etc.
that the student has already learned.
“I’m trying to make them practical busi
ness managers,” he says. It is an applica
tion oriented course. For example, the
shipyards, one of Jacksonville’s mam in
dustries, have been investigated by the
students as to where they’re going and
what they should be doing.
After high school in Iran, he worked
for the International Oil Consortium in
Abadan on the Persian Gulf. Because of
his command of languages, he was able
to help with the acculturation of incom
ing employees. He said that the climate
there was at the same latitude as that of
Jacksonville.
A few years later, he accepted a schol
arship to study at the American Univer
sity of Beirut where he earned both his
B.A. and M.B.A. Stanford University in
this country gave him an advanced diplo
ma in management of human resources
which he earned on a fellowship. Another
fellowship and graduate assistantship by
Michigan State University made possible
his Ph.D.
It was at Michigan State that he re
newed acquaintance with a young wom
an he had met some years before in Iran.
“I wasn’t sure she was the right one until
I met her again in Michigan where we
were both doctoral students,” he said.
They were married there and have a
daughter, 15 and son, 13. Mrs. Vaghefi will
teach part-time at UNF beginning this
fall in the nutrition program under Allied
Health.
Vaghefi has also taught in Iran and
Canada. He has served in various capaci
ties of importance where he could use his
expertise both in his native land and in
this country
He likes to play backgammon and soc
cer.
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It's not my fault , buddy! With
all the weeds and bushes , I never saw
you. I guess it's just the price you
have to pay for wildlife preservation!
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EDITORIAL & OPINION
'Overbooking’ syndrome
causes classroom conflicts
The opening days of fall semester at the University of North Flor
ida resembled musical classrooms. With class locations changed and
unfinished classrooms because of construction delays, students and
faculty alike have wandered in a seemingly endless maze along cam
pus pathways which seemed like a gigantic Skinner Box, except with
real people rather than rodents.

Instead of a piece of cheese, as in a pyschology lab, the end goal of
the recent confusion was finding a place to efficiently hold classes.
The real test of it all was finding that piece of paper revealing the new
location of a class.

As in other instances of confusion in large bureaucracies, the under
paid and overworked secretaries at UNF seemed to be the only peo
ple who were really accessible to help give directions about what was
going on. It was difficult to tell when the classroom renovations, par
ticularly those involved the Department of Language and Literature,
would be finished.
Those facility improvements should have been done prior to the be
ginning of classes. But unfortunately, due to the quirks of procedures
used by state government, those construction deadlines aren’t always
met.

With class additions and other changes looming on the horizon be
cause of the addition of freshman and sophomore classes at the uni
versity, we hope the chaos of the opening days of the fall is not an
omen of things ahead.

We would hope that careful planning and communication, which has
been demonstrated competently before in recent months, will be
openly illustrated while the university prepares for its bold new ven
ture of added classes and new personnel.
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Older students may feel
disconcerted by freshmen
Next fall UNF opens the doors to its first lower-level classes. By
making this move to four year status we hope to put ourselves on
equal footing with other state universities in the fight for funding. This
attempt at playing catch-up academics puts us in the position of com
peting with these more powerful schools for a very dubious honor —
the company of high school graduates.

An influx of 18 and 19-year-old students with their smiling young
faces will cause many a more mature student to feel that he or she
has walked onto the set of a McDonald’s commercial. By unnecessari
ly reminding us of our age and the degree of burn-out we have
“achieved,” a sag in school spirit may result.
Dr. Curtis L. McCray, UNF President, said in an interview recently,
“I don’t know how many institutions will have the opportunity to in
troduce very likely what’s going to be a traditional-age student body
___ many universities seek the 31-year old student. We’ve been very
successful at that.”

McCray looks forward to the experience as a “warm, human thing”
about to happen. And if UNF has been so successful at recruiting old
er students, why should the recruiting process be discontinued or al
tered?
Likely this disconcerting change will have positive effects on the
present student body. It has already been suggested that intercolle
giate athletics, a program customized for recent high-school gradu
ates, will bolster school spirit by giving us a team to cheer. The bright
eyed, bewildered faces will create a mixture of empathy and amuse
ment for older students — by no means a negative reaction for the
conscientious and caring.
Mature students’ main concern is not getting left in a cloud of dust
as enthusiasum for and by “eager beavers” reaches a crescendo in the
classroom and on the athletic fields.

Letters to the editor
Student defends Karabinis appointment
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In regard to your re
cent editorial on the Art Gallery con
troversy, please check your perspec
tive. I believe that Karabinis has had
effective control of the UNF Gallery
for a year. He started a year ago with
what the arts community considered
a relatively unimportant and uncared
for space-where-art-was-displayed.
During that year he single-handedly
created what architect and Jackson
ville Art Museum President, Walter
Taylor says is “the best gallery in
town.” It is interesting that the “flap”
over control of the gallery comes on

ly after the gallery is considered suc
cessful.
I am concerned that what
Karabinis has begun will be turned in
stead into a trophy case for UNF art
professors instead of a gallery with a
developed style and philosophy.
Karabinis’ proven commitment, high
standards and level of achievment
presage success for the UNF gallery
if he receives the control and support
he needs. I believe Karabinis and the
gallery deserve it.

Sincerely,
Donna Bryant Horne
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Of all his accomplishments, McCray
considers his children his greatest.

Photos by Linda Willcox

Jennifer (left) and Meredith relate back to school anecdotes to an attentive McCray

Curtis McCray — order in the midst of change
By Jocelyn W. Griffo
Spinnaker Managing Editor

One year later, the white-haired, be
spectacled administrator whose hero is
Λbraham Lincoln, views his major chal
lenge as bringing order into the midst of
potential chaos.
Since coming to Florida from Illinois,
University of North Florida President
Curtis L. McCray, whose activities range
from jogging to being a student of the
arts, has embarked on a course which
can be characterized as an ordeal of
change.
McCray sees himself as a man who
will bring order in the midst of these
changes.
Amid some faculty dissention, marked
by some resignations and the rare firing
of a high-level administrator, Dr. Peter
Salus, that task is more than apparent as
McCray begins his second year at UNF.
After taking over from interim presi
dent, Dr. Andrew Robinson, whose rejec
tion as UNF president sparked communi
ty controversy, McCray is facing the
challenge of transforming one of the few
remaining upper division universities in
to a more traditional institution of learn
ing. McCray is the third president in the
university’s 11-year history.
UNF is one of less than 10 remaining
upper-level universities in the nation.
When asked during a lengthy August
interview about his goals for the univer
sity, McCray unhesitatingly, and in his
very meticulous manner, pulled a collec
tion of handwritten notes on yellow col
umnar, lined note paper.

“Let me be very specific on those
[goals],” he said, referring to his original
jottings. He drew several similarities be
tween UNF and Governor’s State Univer
sity (Park Forest South, Ill.) where he
was then serving as provost, vice presi
dent of academic affairs. Similarities in
cluded student population, faculty size
and expectations and other statistical
data.
“I said there was a lack of student sup
port services [at UNF],” he said, “that it
was surprising that an insufficient
amount of money and attention had been
given to students
I said there was on
the campus a desire to become a normal
four-year B.A. degree institution
I
said there was some urgency here about
the future of liberal arts. I said there was
some concern about the proximity of the
University of Florida. I said we must em
phasize cooperation with Jacksonville
University, Edward Waters College and
Florida Junior College and end competi
tion
certainly by recognizing the
need to serve separate strata of stu
dents.”
Because of those competing education
al institutions, McCray saw the need for
a careful carrying out of the four-year
status plans. He has been extremely cau
tious about hurting the feelings of JU,
Edward Waters and FJC.
“It was presumptuous of us to enter in
to politics of higher education and that
we had to let lower division develop as an
issue of public policy
that it is un
seemly that an agency of public policy
should go about having to change public

policy and that if lower division is to
come, it would have to come as a result
of the efforts of others.”
As a result, he immediately imple
mented detailed planning sessions, with
emphasis on a more business-like ap
proach for managing university funds.
McCray also ordered his staff to gather
detailed statistics to show the need for
new courses at UNF.
“I said all our discussions of the future
must be attentive to shrinking re
sources.”
He said a monitoring system, chaired
by Provost, Vice President of Academic
Affairs William C. Merwin, designed to
control the budget is currently function
ing which will assure fiscal responsibility
under present restricted resources hand
ed down by the Florida Legislature.
“We have developed a system of quar
terly budget review,” he said, “weekly, at
the vice presidental level____ [this give
us] the opportunity to shift directions if
we need to, shift emphasis which means
we could be responsive to any changes in
the state budget if we have to. It also
means we become more conscious of
how we use resources.”
In spite of the restricted finances, oth
er sources of funds approved by the Leg
islature will bring changes to the UNF
campus — changes that may seem de
ceptive to the average by-passing tax
payer. Approved capital funding means a
soon-anticipated appearance of survey
ors, ground breaking and construction
activity. McCray said if the Board of Re
gents approves student housing at its

September meeting, ground could be bro
ken as early as December, with dormi
tories completed by July 1985. Additional
ly, funding has been allotted for construction of a baseball diamond and
swimming pool.
“We’ve also been authorized a limited
number of faculty positions to go ahead
and fill and be billed against fiscal
1984-85,” McCray said. “They [the Legis
lature] told us to go ahead and commit
fiscal 84-85 dollars to start the process
rolling, by hiring people effective July 1,
1984.”
The addition of freshman and sopho
more curriculum by 1984, attended by
state and national funding, crisis of edu
cation, the construction of dormitories
and approval of intercollegiate athletic
facilities to a campus designated a state
wildlife preserve and bird sanctuary,
hold promise of rapid alternation of phys
ical, philosophical and attitudinal percep
tions.
Faculty must be in place to accommo
date an expected 200 full-time-equivalent
students, according to McCray. Full
time-equivalent might mean as many as
300 part-time students, he said.
- Cutbacks in spending have been one of
several factors in the loss of faculty to
other institutions in universities outside
Florida. Some of those faculty, however,
have cited dissatisfaction with adminis
tration or “changes” at UNF as reasons
for seeking other employment. McCray,
however, insists another perspective
needs to be considered.
“When you recall that 75 — 80 percent
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of our faculty have been here since the
beginning, it is not surprising that those
of talent move on,” he said. “I, myself,
have moved almost every five years. I
seek new ground not necessarily because
I dislike where I am but because often I
think our own growth depends upon find
ing a new place in which to grow, a new
set of circumstances, new design and so
forth.”
“My own feelings are that I am proud
of those who leave____ and in most of
the cases I have been familiar with since
I came here, in almost every case it’s a
promotion of some kind,” he said.
“There is risk in hiring good faculty
that people will move. I really think a
more important issue is not that people
are leaving nearly as much as it is impor
tant how we hire. There’s an appropriate
balance between a good quality, tenured
professorial faculty and new people, un
tenured, brought in and how all that fits
together
there is an appropriate ten
sion there. It’s not a sensitive issue — it’s
one that has to be looked at.”
Faculty at UNF will be facing some
changes as freshmen and sophomores en
roll as early as next fall, according to
McCray. “It’s not going to be as easy for
us to come and go,” he said. “It wi∏ re
quire more of us to be more ready to pro
vide servies to students. An 18-year-old
expects to see her faculty member when
she expects to. Whether that’s right or
wrong, I don’t know,” he said.
McCray returns to his sense of estab
lishing an orderly location for the crea
tion and study of ideas. “I still think there
is something important about having a
place geographically and physically
where all of the students and all of the
faculty can see each other. And know
that each of them gains from the same
intensive, exciting activity. I think that is
an energizing thing.”
“I really think the reason monasteries
were designed the way they were is for
the same purpose. They [Monk priests]
turned their backs on the world. They
physically disengaged themselves so that
some of them could literally spend their
lives in contemplation. The academy
[university] bears some of those traits to
day. As important as it is to engage in the
world, there is something simultaneously
and equally as important about disengag
ing for all sorts of things. Maybe to re
enter the world, maybe not to re-enter
the world.”
Asked if the immediate future is a
seemingly endless and thankless task for
one individual, McCray said he is confi
dent he can handle the chores and has
the time.
“I don’t derive tremendous satisfaction
from relaxation,” he said.
McCray, who holds a doctor of philoso
phy degree in English from the Universi
ty of Nebraska, considers himself a stu
dent of classics. He enjoys chess, music
and reading. He has the lean physique of
a marathon runner but jogs only for the

mental stimulation he rationalizes it pro
vides.
His recreational reading away from
the university consists of Chaucer,
Shakespeare and the philosophies of clas
sical scholars.
When asked if he would describe him
self a “workaholic,” McCray said no.
“Others have said so but I don’t think so,”
he said. “I don’t feel compulsive about
this. Though maybe — my father was a
coal miner and had a sort of eight-hour
job. He tended to garden all his life
.gardens were very popular among lowincome classes. Also he was a fisherman
he finds me curious. He doesn’t un
derstand why I am doing this. He even
sent me, last Christmas, a rod and reel
hoping I would begin to fish more. I enjoy
it for a few moments.”
“I have to believe,” he said, “I would
be, if not a president right now, I would
be doing something that has to do with
this need I have, I guess, to try to provide
order in people’s lives.”
Raised with one sister in rural Wheatland, Indiana, McCray won a scholarship
and was the first member of his family to
graduate from college [Knox College,
Galesburg, Illinois; B.A. in psychology,
1960.] McCray recalled his upbringing as
an era of “hero models.”
Partially because of his small-town Il
linois upbringing, Lincoln immediately
came to mind as his favorite hero.
“I was a young person at an age when
people grew up more clearly around he
roes. There was less cynicism about he
roes. In my small country town the hero
was the doctor. In fact, when I went to
college I thought that was what I wanted
to be.”
“— there was always a desire as a
young man to be heroic in stature, [to] do
things larger than life and to engage in
activities that would require me to be in
a position that is generally larger.”
McCray and his wife, Mary Joyce, are
the parents of three daughters: Leslie,
20, Jennifer, 16, and Meredith, 12. Of all
his accomplishments to date, McCray
considers his children his greatest. “I
would not have said that five years ago,”
he said.
He admits he wishes he could spend
more time with his family, but his career
path has gone nearly according to sched
ule.
“It seemed to me a very desirable way
to be able to make sense of human
events in an institution, and that’s some
thing I like to do. I like to try to bring or
der to people’s lives. To the degree that
students are involved in the institution,
Γm hoping that my presence here makes
that a little more orderly.”
“I would imagine that the impulses
that would cause a person to be a mayor
or a governor or a president or about
anything that might be similar, I think
mine, now looking back some 25 years to
the extent I can understand them, I think
my great drive was to provide some or
der in people’s lives.”
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Even Cinnamon demands her own time in McCray’s busy schedule

McCray understands back to school mix-ups experienced by Jennifer
(left) and Meredith

McCray listens attentively and offers advice to Jennifer (left) and Les
lie on present and future college plans
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Cross country coach, team 'on the road again’
By John Carter
Spinnaker Sports Editor
The University of North Florida re
cently hired a men’s and women’s
cross country coach who said he
hopes to get the university’s cross
country team qualified for the Na
tional Association of Intercollegiate
Athletic (NAIA) Nationals to be held
later this fall in Wisconsin.
Coach Bob Symons, 28, came to
UNF just a few weeks ago from
Brockport State University, Cedar
Grove, N.J., where he served as head
coach for cross country, assistant
track and field coach for men’s and
women’s track and field, and physical
education instructor. During his ca
reer at Brockport State, his men’s
team placed seventh and his women’s
team ninth in the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA) Division
II cross country regionals. He pro
duced three “All-Americans.”
Symons said he has been involved
in cross country meets in the past,
both as a participant, and as a coach
during his stay at Brockport.
He said UNF’s cross country team
has 12 members at present, four
women and eight men, including him
self.
“We’ve got a good group to start
with, but we need more numbers out
there,” Symons said. “We welcome
anyone that enjoys running, but we’ll
be more selective in the future. It’s
not for everyone, but for those who
are willing, it’s a chance to make his
tory for UNF. That’s one of the rea
sons why I'm here, to build a pro-

gram from the ground up.”
Symons says interested runners
are encouraged to come by his office
in Building Two to arrange for try
outs.
“The meets in which we will par
ticipate will take us throughout the
state,” said Symons. “It’s a schedule
that will enable us to gain confidence
from week to week, while giving us a
chance to show other area teams that

1983 UNF Cross Country Schedule
Sept. 17
Jacksonville University Invitational
Jacksonville, Florida
Sept. 24
Florida State University Invitational
Tallahassee, Florida

Oct. 1
Florida Junior College “Run for
Stars”
Jacksonville, Florida

and John Sharpe form the nucleus of
a young team intent on “building a
winning tradition at UNF.”
Symons says his goal this year is to
gain recognition for UNF as a com
petitive team.
“We want to make everyone aware
that UNF is here to stay,” he said.
“It’s gonna be tough, but Γd like to
come away from this season having
turned a few heads.”

Oct. 15
South Florida Invitational
Tampa, Florida
Oct. 21
Florida Invitational
Gainesville, Florida

Oct. 29
OPEN
Nov. 5
District 25 NAIA Regional — Flagler
College
St. Augustine, Florida

Blazer 5 Mile — Valdosta State
Valdosta, Georgia

Nov. 19
NAIA Nationals
Wisconsin

the Ospreys are serious about run
ning cross country and is a team that
will be competitive from the first
meet to the last.”
He said proven runners such as
UNF students Becky Motley, Cathy
Clay, Lamar Knight, Mark German

Symons said he has a $9,000 con
tract with the university, effective
until December of this year.
“I hope to stay on next semester,”
he said. “I’m willing to take a chance
that there’s enough potential here to
carry it (his position) into a full-time

position. They’re (university officials)
also talking about adding track and
field in the near future. That’s the
next logical step.”
He says the expansion will aid re
cruiting and help lead UNF athletics
to NCAA Division II status. He also
said he hopes to start a track club
team to generate interest in the
spring program.
Symons said the cross country
team will hold practice everyday at 3
p.m. after meeting at the Fieldhouse.
“We plan to have eight meets,” he
said. “We’ll start September 17, and
have one each weekend through Octo
ber 21. We’ll go into the post season
and try to qualify for the national
(NAIA) meet. If the team places in
the top two (first place or second
place) during the meet on November
5, in St. Augustine, we’ll qualify for
the national (NAIA) meet in Wiscon
sin on November 19.”
Symons said UNF’s first meet will
be the Jacksonville University Invita
tional on September 17.
He also said prospective team
members must be full-time students
at UNF.
“My understanding is that there
are scholarships available,” Symons
said. But he said he is not certain, at
this time, how many scholarships are
available.
Symons attended William Jewell
College, in Liberty Mo., where he re
ceived his bachelor’s degree in phys
ical education and sociology. He
played football and was on the track
team there.

Age no obstacle for UNF's
first scholarship athlete
By John Carter
Spinnaker Staff Writer

At an age when most athletes begin to
comtemplate retirement, one University
of North Florida student finds herself
very much in the thick of competition —
and loves it.
Becky Motley will celebrate her 38th
birthday today by running, as usual, to
stay toned up for the remainder of the
1983 UNF Cross Country schedule. With
two meets already under her belt this
year, the former member of the 1982
Florida Junior College Championship
Cross Country team, finds herself in the
enviable position of being the first nation
ally recognized athlete signed by UNF’s
evolving athletic department.
The self described ’’old lady” of cross
country, and mother of two, says she’s
’’tremendously excited” about UNF.
’’Frankly, I was tempted to stay at
FJC another year because Coach Monts
will have another great team,” said Mrs.
Motley. ’’But after discussing the UNF
program with [UNF athletic director]
Bruce Grimes, I became tremendously
excited about it. I think we have great
potential, especially with the signing of
our new coach, Bob Symons. I couldn’t be
more pleased with the selection of Bob.”
Mrs. Motley became UNF’s first nation
ally recognized athlete when she signed
withthe school last April.
Coach Symons describes Mrs. Motley
as “very outgoing and a very good, natu
ral leader for our women’s team. From
what I’ve seen, she’s definitely living up
to expectations,” he said.
In addition to her membership on the
championship FJC cross country team,
Mrs. Motley ran several other distance
events for the junior college. After run
ning 75 to 85 miles a week to build up
marathon-length endurance, she quali
fied and successfully completed the 1981
Boston Marathon. And in 1982 she negoti
ated the packed 26.2 mile Boston course
in 3:10. ”It was tremendous fun, but it
was so crowded,” she recalls. ’’There was
such a mob that if they slowed down, you
slowed down, so that regulated the pace
a lot. I remember it took me four min
utes just to reach the starting line.”
But the high point of her distance run
ning to date came last fall when she just
missed making All-American — by 35

seconds — at the 1982 National Junior
College Athletic Association Marathon
Championships at Dowegac, Michegan.
She came in third with a 3:14.06, just 35
seconds behind the second place finisher
— and All-American ranking.
But in spite of her accomplishments
Mrs. Motley does not think of herself as
being particularly talented.
”I really don’t think I have any great
ability,” she says. She says she tries hard,
trains hard and through that dedication
has become ’’more consistent.”
She will try to maintain that consisten
cy during the Osprey’s seven remaining
cross country meets, culminating with
the National Association of Intercolle
giate Athletics Nationals in Wisconsin,
Nov. 19. The team’s first two meets will
be the Jacksonville University Invitation
al here, Sept. 17, and the Florida State
University Invitational at Tallahassee,
Sept. 24.
She has come a long way. Only a few
years ago she had trouble jogging around
the block.
’’Six years ago, on my 32nd birthday, I
began to realize how out of shape I was,”
she says. ”I had done a little running in
high school, but that was 15 years before.
So I started to jog, and it took about two
weeks of jogging and walking before I
could run a mile.
’’But I kept it up and finally I entered
my first race, the ’78 Earth Celebration
Run at UNF. It’s funny but I rembember
in the early days being happy with 11minute miles. Then I was very happy
when I broke ten minutes a mile,” she
said. She now realistically shoots for sixminute miles in competition.
She ran and entered road races but it
was not until two years ago that her cu
riosity was aroused about the posibility
of competing as part of a college team.
According to Mrs. Motley, Roger Smith,
FSU track coach, made a passing refer
ence to older women competing at col
lege level, in an address before the Jack
sonville Track Club.
That prompted her to question FJC
coach Larry Monts about the possibility
of competing for FJC, where she had re
cently resumed her education after a hia
tus of nearly twenty years since attend
ing the University of Florida. “He was

John Carter/Staff

Chariots of fire: Motley and Coach Symons jog for miles on surround 
ing UNF trails
just real, real responsive,” she said, “and
that discussion led to my being a mem
ber of the 1982 championship team. I’ll al
ways appreciate the opportunity Coach
Monts gave me,” she says.
She also attributes a portion of her suc
cess to husband, Scott.
“Scott is, himself, a runner, and has
been tremendously supportive. He often
trains with me and when I was preparing
for the marathons he put in 20 miles with
me on weekends.”
In addition to foot blisters, Scott’s
more domestic support may also have
resulted occasionally in a mild case of
dishpan hands. “With all the running and
my academic load, it’s been tough. He
has been just wonderful in taking over
for me at home. When Γm away he be
comes mom and dad, and that includes
doing the dishes — just taking over. He's
my support when Γm tired and just plain
hard to live with.”
Michael, 11, and Lindsey, 8, also lend
their support to their mom. “I think al
lowing me time for my work has made
them become more responsible. And I
think that’s good.
“Running has opened up a lot of ave-

nues for me. I was on full scholarship at
FJC and now here at UNF. I was editor
of the Jacksonville Track Club newslet
ter and Γm making new friends all the
time,” she says.
“From here I just want to be the best
runner I can be for UNF. Γd like to see
the program develop into a team UNF
can be proud of. It’s really exciting to
think about being involved at the begin
ning of a program that in ten or twenty
years — well, who knows? It’s really ex
citing to be in on the start of that.”
Still, her real motivation for running
may be more fundamental. “It just
makes you feel so good,” she insists. “On
the days when I can’t run, I feel com
pletely out of sorts. If I feel mentally
tired or aggravated I can go out on a run
and it just helps so much. I think running
is very important to mental health. I
have horrors of not being able to run. I
think I'd be very hard to live with. Basic
ally, I'm just much happier when I run.”
As her peers begin to settle into com
fortable routines and athletes of compa
rable age begin to envision leisurely days
of relaxation, Becky Motley hardly
seems to notice. Her gaze is fixed firmly
on the next finish line.
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New look for intramurals
Argento to head program
By Kathy Teague
Spinnaker Staff Writer

Due to poor health and reorganization
efforts within the University of North
Florida’s fledgling athletic program, for
mer Intramural Athletic Director, Ron
nie Allen has stepped down. He has been
replaced by Mike Argento.
Argento has been with the university
for eleven years serving in various ca
pacities ranging from Coordinator of
UNF’s Downtown Campus to Head of
Special Student Services and Assistant
Director of Student Activities. In the
past, the Intramural Athletic Depart
ment was included as a part of the Stu
dent Activities Department, and it was
during this time that Argento became fa
miliar with the workings of UNF’s intra
mural athletics.
Argento, who has been heading the In
tramural Department since early Au
gust, is quite symbolic of UNF’s new
Athletic Department. He is confident of
the groundwork that has already been
laid in the formation of the new depar
tment, (funding of and planning for new
pool. gym. tennis courts etc.) and has
great hopes for the program's future. He
says that even though UNF’s current
low-key sports program will expand
greatly in the next five years, its growth
will be backed up and sustained by smart
planning and adhering to budgets.
Already, the $12,000 appropriated by
SGA for the department has been shaved
by $2,000, but the director feels that he
and the program can live with the cut
and that he can “make the money work.”
As Argento noted, “facilities and equip
ment determine the program,” and he
plans to mold the program around the
needs of the campus community while at
the same time getting the best equip
ment and support groups, (student assis

tants, referees for intramural activities
etc.), possible with the money that is
available.
Above all, he is determined that UNF
will have a solid, quality program which
is tailored to the needs and desires of the
students. Argento says that the universi
ty, in planning for the new Athletic De
partment, is “starting from scratch” in
an effort to build a well-planned program
with “first-class facilities” which will ful
fill any recreational needs that UNF stu
dents, faculty, and eventually, even the
Jacksonville community as a whole could
realize.
Even though the university is hoping
for enthusiastic community involvement
in its athletic programs, the great em
phasis is currently being placed solely
upon the needs of the immediate UNF
community. Argento says the “students
come first in all contexts; then the com
munity. We will meet the students’
needs.”
In an effort to put this statement into
action, a group of hand-picked student as
sistants have been chosen to run UNF’s
field house. According to Argento, these
people were chosen because of their atti
tude and their willingness to work with
and for the users of UNF’s facilities. Ar
gento promises that the fieldhouse facil
ities and equipment will be under a much
more watchful eye. and the entire facility
is to be kept up in a more efficient and
professional way than it has been in the
past.
The 1983 Fall Intramural Schedule will
include such activities as Flag Football
(Sept. 20), Chess (Sept. 21), Golf (Sept.
30), Ping Pong (Oct. 19), Racquet Ball
(Oct. 20), Pool (Oct. 24), and Volleyball
(Nov. 9) which will be held in the gym of
FJC’s South Campus.
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--------------------------------- at the UNF

BOATHOUSE

SGA Presents

Howren Wadley
Guitarists

HAPPY HOUR

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
CONTROL OVER $550,000???
LET SCA SHOW YOU HOW!
WHAT: Student Government Elections
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Student Senators
NUMBER OF POSITIONS AVAILABLE: 20
registration deadline: Monday, September 19, 5:00 p.m.
ELECTIONS TO BE HELD: Monday, September 26,1983
Tuesday, September 27,1983
WHERE TO REGISTER: SGA Office
ADVANTAGES OF JOINING SGA:
Service to fellow students and University Community
SEVERAL COMMITTEES OPEN:
Student concerns —Student Advocate Committee
All SGA events — University Programming Committee
Controls a budget of $550,000 — Budget and Allocation Committee
AND MORE
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Gallery exhibition features

Gretchen Ebersol's work
By Don Savage
Spinnaker Staff Writer

A colorful, eclectic collection of color
Xerox prints highlights local artist
Gretchen Ebersol's exhibit featured this
month in the University Gallery in Build
ing Two.
The exhibit, Recent Works, focuses on
a special interest she has pursued for the
past three years — using a color repro
duction machine to manipulate objects in
the copy process.
“About ten years ago I saw an article
in one of my husband’s photography
magazines about color processors. I
thought that would work quite well with
my work. I could take my work apart
and use them again in different ways,”
Mrs.Ebersol said.
The complicated and intriguing col
lages formed from these images are re
peated on two or three canvasses with
elements added, left out or otherwise
changed.
Tomorrow, Mrs. Ebersol will talk
about her work in a lecture to be deliv
ered al 4:30 p.m. in the gallery.
Born in Cleveland, Ohio, Mrs. EbersoΓs
family later moved to Jacksonville
where she attended school and took art
classes. She then went to the Memphis
Academy of Art in Tennessee earning a
bachelor of fine arts degree in painting.
She also received a master of fine arts
degree from the University of Florida.
Mrs. Ebersol spent most of her life in
Jacksonville and she credits Doris Whit
more, formerly the director of the Jack
sonville Museum of Arts and Sciences, as
being a great influence on her as an art
teacher. Later, Mrs.Ebersol taught at
that museum, as well as at the Jackson
ville Art Museum, Inc., and Jacksonville

University.
Mrs. Ebersol has exhibited throughout
Florida and the Southeast. The 25 pieces
comprising her present show mark not
only her present, but her future interests
as well.
Her favorite painting in the exhibit,
Night Light, Too, contains the roots of a
new direction for her, she said.
“It doesn’t have to do with medium. I
can pick up any medium and feel good,”
she said, noting that she prefers working
in two dimensional surfaces. “I want to
deal with the relationships of two or
three objects — simplification of sorts,”
she said.
Night Light, Too, shows a light on a ta
ble in the darkness on the right half of
the canvas. On the left half of the canvas
the same light, seen from a slightly dif
ferent perspective, is casting light on a
tabletop and a chair. The simple still-life
has a dark, brooding aspect but is serene
compared with her xerography.
The theme of repeated images carries
over into her Xerox work, achieved by
manipulating objects on the machine’s
glass, sometimes during the exposure,
gives the appearance of motion, ghost
images and even three dimensions.
Still, there is continuity in her work in
the repeated objects and still lifes.
Mrs. Ebersol uses these themes in
much of her work saying,“They (still
lifes) take on special meanings; they al
low us to give them special meanings ac
cording to what we read into them. When
you look at something you know what it
is. You see it from a couple of different
viewpoints, different perspectives.”
Several mixed media works are also in
the exhibition, which opened September 1
and is scheduled to run until September
29.

Gallery slates photo exhibit
Light Sensitive IV, a combined juried
and invitational exhibit showcasingthe
best of Florida’s photographic artists be
gins in the Building Two University Gallery October 13 and runs until November
3.

This marks the first time the Light
Sensitive exhibit has traveled outside its
birthplace, the University of Florida at
Gainesville.

Math professor reflects
on teaching motivations

Don Savage/Staff

UNF Gallery’s September show, Recent Works, features local artist
Gretchen Ebersol

Classified Ads
FOR SALE

STUDENTS: check out the activities at ∪NF. Your tui
tion is your ticket.

SCUBA GEAR for sale: U.S. Divers aluminum ank w∕
backpack; Octopus regulator w/air & depth gauge con
sole; B.C. (automatic inflation). All brand new, used
only twice. $450.00. Call 721-8888.

PROJECT ASSISTANT NEEDED. The Center tor Lo
cal Government is looking for an MPA student or ad
vanced PA undergraduate for part-time work at $5.00
per hour, 15 - 20 hours per week, daytime. Must be able
to type well, be willing to master UNF buerocratic pro
cedures, and interact effectively with top-level public
managers on the Advisory Council and the public ad
ministrators who participate in the Center's programs.
Contact Ms. Lindo McClintock, Bldg 11, rm. 2221, or call
646-2463.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 3 BR house w/pool in
Arlington area. Call 743-5040.

WATERBED FOR SALE. Queensize waveless mat
tress w/frame, three padded side rails, etc. Call
285-4090 evenings.

FOR RENT

EARN $500 OR MORE each school year. Flexible
hours. Monthly payment for placing posters on cam
pus. Bonus based on results. Prizes awarded as well.
800-526-0883.

WANTED: used photographic equipment. Nikon lens
es, Nikon camera bodies, Mamiya R.B. 67 Pro S cam
era bodies and lenses, light meters, bulk film loaders,
filters, flash units, tripods. Call David Toole, 641-4657.

2 BR CONDO Jαx Beach, 2nd floor balcony w/ocean
view, minutes from Butler Blvd. & UNF. Avail. Sept 1.
Call Ken at 353-6911 days and 743-1948 evenings.

BY Emilio Toro
Special to The Spinnaker

Editor's note: The Spinnaker and Dr.
Emilio Toro invite other faculty mem
bers to write their teaching philosophy or
observations for publication in future is
sues.
To justify a man’s existence, two ques
tions he must ask himself. The first is
whether the work he does is worth doing;
the second is why he does it, whatever its
value may be.
In sixth grade a rather casual conver
sation with one of my classmates had a
profound influence in the direction my
life was going to take. We were talking
about arithmetic and how difficult were
the problems the teacher had given us as
homework. My friend said, “I know there
is something called ‘algebra’; it can be of
great help in solving arithmetic prob
lems.”
Well, I did not know what ‘algebra’ was
but I decided to find out; however I was
not prepared for the big surprise — alge
bra was difficult. It took me a couple of
years to learn the new subject, but in do
ing so I discovered a whole new world. I

wanted to study mathematics. After al
gebra comes calculus — my math teach
er recommended a book — and again I
found myself working hard to understand
all the new concepts and ideas.
There was no doubt in my mind. I
wanted to go to college and major in
mathematics. Several people explained
to me that it was difficult to earn a living
as a mathematician so why not go into
engineering? Engineering did not appeal
to me, hence I went to college, took a de
gree in mathematics and continued to
graduate school.
Today I am doing exactly what I want.
I teach mathematics. Every time I teach
in class, learn a new concept or study a
new idea, I feel a most rewarding experi
ence.
Sometimes I compare teaching with
conducting an orchestra. Both conductor
and musicians are dedicated to recreat
ing a work of art; both teacher and stu
dents are dedicated to the discovery and
explanation of new ideas. Each class is
an adventure, a new experience; that en
thusiasm for learning I hope I can pass
on to my students.

STUDENTS NEEDED to work and become involved in
UNF student activities: bands,movies, lectures, etc.
Contact Cindy Corey at SGA Bldg 10, 646-2525. We need
you!

SERVICES
BLANZ HOME TYPING service: termpapers, re
sumes, etc. 725-4887.

PERSONAL

EXPERT TYPING available. Familiar with APA
style, dissertations, resumes, etc. Please call Nelle at
724-6135 after 6 ρ.m.

DEAR PROFESSOR, thanks for being so patient. Sort
ing things out can be very difficult at times. P.S. Oys
ters are in season. Grateful student.

EXPERT TYPING. Careful instruction to spelling,
grammar, punctuation. Near 1-95 and University Blvd.
Call 737-5784.

I WILL TYPE for students. Please contact Linda Han
son, 646-2610 or 646-2981 between 9:30 a.m.-1:30 P.m. or
737-5775 between 3-5 ρ.m. Mon - Thurs. Reasonable
rates!

GENERAL TYPING SERVICE $125 D.S. page, $7.50
page for resume: IBM tyρwriter.
Call Mrs. Hudson 723-3211 (near Regency).

WANTED

LYNETTE- long time no hear from you. How’s it go
ing? By the way, that was me in the silver Camaro on
Kingsley. Zeta love, your little sis, Carole.

SUNRlSE-all is forgiven. You can come back to the
Holt now - and maybe find a new Dart. Still friends
Foxfur.

TO EVERYONE AT UNF: My lovemate Skywise and
I are bock with a vengence. So look out professors we re now the "A" team. Foxfur.

MODELS WANTED and persons desiring to become
models. I will help build your portfolio In B&W and col
or. All work done by professional UNF photo student.
Call David Toole for appointment and studio photo test,
641-4657.
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excuse me, are you an elephant or a mouse?
it stereotyping if you must, but try to
keep an open mind while ol' Justin at
tempts to explain the finer points of
feather identification.

Justin Jest

Satire
By Joe Palmer
Spinnaker News Editor

Ever wonder how to tell one kind of
student from another without actually
asking ? I mean, elephants are large and
gray and possess a rather lenghty pro
boscis, whereas mice are somewhat
small and furry and possess no such ele
phantine appendages. There’s no need to
walk up to an elephant and say “ Ah, ex
cuse me, but I was just wondering if, by
chance, you might happen to be a
mouse?” No, of course you wouldn't. The
elephant would quite likely be highly in
sulted, and what’s more, it may suffer an
acute anxiety reaction at the very men
tion of the word M-O-U-S-E and subse
quently stomp you to smithereens in its
efforts to escape. What I mean is, we
learn from childhood that a mouse looks
like so, and an elephant looks quite differ
ent.
So why can’t it be the same way with
students. It seems to me that for the con
venience of everyone, especially for new
students — most of whom are suffering
from varying degrees of identity crisis —
that biology students should look and be
have in one uniform manner, and ac
counting majors in quite another. After
all, “birds of a feather flock together,” or
so they say. But how can you flock to
gether with anyone when you haven’t the
foggiest idea what your own plummage,
let alone that of anyone else, is supposed
to look like.
Well, after years of the most objective
of scientific observations, I have discov
ered that there are indeed glaring differ
ences between the appearances and life
styles of different types of students. Call

Business Majors
All business majors wear three-piece
suits, both male and female of the spe
cies. Even in the heat of summer when
everyone else is stripping down and cool
ing off, business majors still wear threepiece suits. And not only do they wear
three-piece suits, but they look like they
just walked out of the window at Neiman
Marcus in Dallas, Texas. They closely re
semble television anchorpersons and car
salesmen, except they don’t have the
class of a TV anchorman or the mile-aminute speech of a car salesman. They
favor gin and tonic and WKTZ and they
read the Wall Street Journal. It’s easy to
spot one of them. Just look for someone
who makes you feel like you suddenly
want to take a nap.

Graphic Arts Majors
They always look harried and dishev
eled. They favor the new-wave look and
new-wave music and are particularly
fond of The Police. They tend to rattle on
and on about color schemes, shadowing
and configurations. They closely resem
ble gypsies, although gypsies have more
rigid dress codes. They drink Riunite and
they usually read back issues of the Na
tional Lampoon. They’re easy to pick out
of a crowd, too. Look for someone who
looks like a runner up in a David Bowie
look-alike contest.

Sociology Majors
Sociology majors closely resemble the
hippies of yesteryear. In fact, most of
them are the hippies of yesteryear. They
talk a great deal about urbanization and
it’s effects on the individual and the need
to “find” oneself. They drink Coors, listen
to Jefferson Airplane and the Grateful
Dead. They despise The Police, probably
because a great many of them have, at
one time or another, been in some sort of
trouble with The Police. Look for well-

worn copies of Zap Comics.

Psychology Majors

Nursing/Allied Health Majors

This one’s easy. They all wear white
uniforms. They talk a lot about cardio
vascular disease, diet, nutrition and pa
tient care. They listen to WKTZ a lot al
so, presumably to prepare them to work
in a hospital or clinic or a doctor’s office
where that’s all they’ll ever hear. They’ll
tell you a lot of bad stuff about alcohol
(chemical name: ETOH), but don’t let
that fool you. They like to drink bourbon,
preferably Jim Beam. They usually read
fairly complicated stuff, like Young Doc
tors in Love. Look for someone anxious to
feel your pulse or to tell you about lowsodium diets.

ROTC Cadets
Although ROTC is not really a major,
most people assume that it is. ROTC
means Rarely-On-The-Campus (which is
another way of saying they’re usually out
camping in the woods and playing John
Wayne). They all wear uniforms, too, ex
cept theirs are green (so as not to be con
fused with those of nurses). They like
stirring military marches by John Philip
Sousa which they normally hum in unison
while out jogging about a hundred miles
a day. They drink Budweiser and Old Mil
waukee and read all the latest issues of
Soldier of Fortune magazine. They make
outstanding officers and brilliant military
strategists. Gen. George Armstrong Cus
ter was a former ROTC Cadet.
Computer Science Majors*

All computer science majors are
beady-eyed and wear bifocal lenses,
probably as a result of spending so much
time staring at video display terminals.
They usually wear 100 percent polyester
suits, double knit shirts, wide ties and
wing tip shoes. As for music preferences,
they like to listen to tape recordings of
the agonizing, hair-tearing screams of
people who have just gotten another
monthly electric bill for $847,123.67. They
drink a lot of Alka Seltzer. They never
miss an issue of The National Enquirer.

Psychology majors wear white dinner
jackets (the kind with the sleeves that tie
in the back). They like to hear songs by
Mr. Rogers and they read anything by
Dr. Seuss. Most of them belong to Alco
holics Anonymous. Look for blissful
smiles and vacant stares.
Literature Majors

Literature majors like to wear tweed
coats and smoke pipes. They listen to a
lot of classical music which they feel
puts them in a creative, contemplative
state of mind. They like to sip scotch on
the rocks (preferably Inver House),
which they also feel puts them in a cre
ative, contemplative state of mind. Most
literature majors are only marginally lit
erate, but they like to pretend they read
a lot of Henry James, who they feel puts
them in a creative, contemplative state
of mind. Look for someone who hangs
cut at the library searching for hidden
meanings in the Encyclopedia Britan
nica, and who appears to be in a creative,
contemplative state of mind.

Biology Majors

Biology majors are universally
poverty-stricken. They all wear cast-off
clothing stolen from Goodwill drop box
es. You won’t find any biology majors
who bear even the most fleeting resem
blance to Tom Selleck (or to Olivia New
ton John either, for that matter). They
drink Cella Bianco out of paper cups and
they prefer music by anyone whose last
name is Vanzant. Favorite reading: The
G Spot. Look for passed out derelicts in
the restrooms at the Boathouse.

I could go on and on, but hey, Γm allowed
just so much space. You want a miracle?
Talk to an accounting major. They work
miracles. Just ask the IRS.

REVIEWS
By Don Savage
Spinnaker Entertainment Editor

Folk Singers

Folk singers Lynn Wadley and Scott
Howren will appear at the Boathouse
Thursday in a free folk concert beginning
at 5 p.m.
Wadley comes to Jacksonville from
Connecticut where she was a housewife.
After a divorce she moved to Jackson
ville and began to write songs about her
life and relationships.
Among her more than 40 song titles
are Love and Lust, and Feet of Clay.
She has appeared at Peoples Restau
rant and the Coffee Garden in Atlantic
Beach.
Also on the bill that evening will be
Scott Howren, whose folk style has
gained him a local following.
The concert is sponsored by the Stu
dent Government Association.
Also, the Pro Nobis Singers and the
Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra String
Quartet will appear in concert on Sep
tember 20 at 8 p.m., in the Bldg. 14 lobby.
The program of Austrian music, part
of the University of North Florida’s Mu
sic by the Lake series, will be directed by
Daniel Francabandiero.
Also performing will be the Jackson
ville Symphony String Quartet and UNF
faculty members Arthur Bloomer, harp
sichord; William Denza, clarinet; and
Charlotte Mabry, timpani.

The sixth annual Oktoberfest at UNF
will be on Saturday, Oct. 1, from noon
through 6 p.m. The event will include
German music, games, canoe rides, Ger
man and American food, and beer con
cessions, along with a UNF intercolle
giate tennis match.
The rock band Dungeoness will be at
the Boathouse on October 6th in a free
concert also sponsored by the SGA.
Films

By T.M. Gray
Special to The Spinnaker

Save the Tiger is the featured movie
this Friday at the Boathouse. Starring
Jack Lemmon, this film is presented by
the Student Government Association free
of charge.
Fans of Sean Connery’s brand of Bond
can indulge in a double dose Friday, Sep
tember 23, when Goldfinger and Dr. No
will be the double feature for an outdoors
showing starting at 8 p.m. on the Univer
sity Green (weather permitting, of
course).
Last month’s showing of Bladerunner
was such a hit that eager moviegoers
had to be turned away for lack of seats in
the Building 14 theatre, said SGA Events
Coordinator Cindy Corey.
The Ways of Seeing is offered in two
Installments in the University Gallery, at
4:30 p.m. on September 20 (part 1) and 27
(part 2), free of charge.

Take an Absence of Malice type fe
male journalist with an angle on a Jim
Morrison-like story, combined with a sen
sitive Alan Alda-ish English teacher/lyricist and the rest of the has-been band
members and you have Eddie and the
Cruisers.
This new release previewed here re
cently and promises to be the chic movie
for fall. Keep in mind, there is a differ
ence between chic and great.
There are good points to this movie.
The filming is nice and the editing fair.
What drags this film down is the story —
a rehash of characters, and a storyline
too similar to the Doors’ story.
Although the Cruisers have a story in
their own right, it comes to the big
screen at a time of the Jim MorrisonLives revival. Plan to get tired of this sto
ryline. Even a good soundtrack and ex

cellent acting lose to the choppy sub
plots and trite characterization.
Tom Berenger salvages his character
with a lot of depth in his acting. Helen
Schneider turns in a great performance
as Eddie’s girl. Michael Pare is charis
matic but his role demands little more
than the James Dean aloofness. As for
Ellen Barkin, her career won’t be hurt by
this, but she can’t keep playing the ster
eotypes. All in all, the acting almost
saves the story. It’s a shame the editors
left too much on the cutting room floor —
the continuity is lost.
This is a good movie if you’re a Sixties
fanatic, if you like a worthwhile sound
track, or if you’re tired of the cheap sum
mer humor.
If you’re saying, “Who’s Jim Morrison?” or “Were Eddie and the Cruisers a
real band?” you’ll either love this movie
or hate it. The end is expected, the ten
sion short-lived, but the acting is good. If
you’re just curious, go to a matinee.
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Coming Up
Leadership Workshop slated at UNF

A workshop for mid-level manag
ers and supervisors will be presented
by UNF’s Division of Continuing Edu
cation on September 21 and October
19. The one-day event will take place
from 9:30-4:30 and will be led by Dr.
Ann Tillman, an adjunct lecturer at
UNF who has conducted workshops
for hundreds of businessmen in the
Northeast Florida area. For reserva
tions call Bobbi Santora at 646-2690

Movies featured for September
UNF Student
Government Association will present
“Save the Tiger” on September 16 in
the Boathouse and “Goldfinger” at
the University Green on September
23. Both SGA films are free and open
to the public

FJC to present course in single par
enting

A course in single parenting will
begin at Florida Junior College’s
South Campus on September 14. The
class, which is free, will meet on Wed
nesday’s from 7 to 10 p.m. Topics for
the course will include: children’s re
actions to being from a one-parent
family; parent-child communication;
relationships with the absent parent;
developing outlets for yourself and
developing a sense of being a com
plete family. For more information
call 646-2420
Lung Association to sponsor bike trek

The Northeast Florida branch of
the American Lung Association will
be sponsoring a Columbus Day Bicy
cle Tour on October 8-10. The outing
will encompass scenic backroads,
fresh air and a rewarding experience
for participants. Accommodations
and meals will be provided. For more
information call 743-2933

“Fundrinkery” opens in Jacksonville
Confetti’s, a Houston-based firm
that features entertainment consist
ing of contests and promotions involv
ing patrons and the community, is
now open in Jacksonville. It is located
at 9278 Arlington Expressway (the
former location of Big Daddy’s) and
features two levels, three bars and a
five-tiered dance floor, all overseen
by an eight foot square poster of Clint
Eastwood and deer-heads with redlighted eyes.
Confetti’s is open Monday through
Friday from 5 p.m. to 4 p.m. and on
Saturdays from 8 p.m. until 4 a.m.

Jacksonville University to host Senior
Olympics

Senior Olympics, an event featur
ing competition between persons
aged 55 and over, will be held at Jack
sonville University September 23 and
24 with registration beginning at 8
a.m. Activities will include: billiards,
checkers, shuffleboard, horseshoes,
table tennis, basketball, golf, putting,
swimming, tennis, walking and run
ning. The event is free and open to
the public. For more information call
Dave Mancini, Director of Communi
ty Affairs at Methodist Hospital at
354-2071

“Riddle Regatta” to take place Octo
ber 8
The 11th Annual Halifax River In
tertube Race, better known as the
“Riddle Regata” will be held on Octo
ber 8 at Daytona Beach. The race,
which begins at 9 a.m. is sponsored by
the Veterans Association of EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University to
raise funds for a deserving Halifax
area charity or community organiza
tion. This year, the proceeds will go
the the Rose Marie Bryon Childrens
Center. Trophies will be awarded and
each entrant will receive a free 1983
Riddle Renatta t-shirt. For informa
tion call the Embry-Riddle Student
Activities Office at (904) 252-5561 ext.
1049

Meetings held for women in account

ing
The Jacksonville Chapter of the
American Society of Women Ac
countants is dedicated to advancing
the interest of women in all fields of
accounting and to further career op
portunities for women in the account
ing profession. Dinner meetings are
held monthly and are open to anyone
interested in attending. For further
information, contact Leslie Brewer at
739-2280, Ext. 62

10th Anniversary Ceramic Show to be
held

The North Florida Ceramic Deal
ers will present its 10th Anniversary
Southeast Show on October 6-9 at the
Orange Park Kennel Club. The hours
are 11 a.m.-6 p.m. and will feature
over 100 ceramic dealers and manu
facturers of various products, demon
stration and supplies. All proceeds
will go to Celebral Palsy of Jackson
ville

Jacki Sorensen's

Aerobic Workout
Coed Classes
AEROBIC DANCING
• Drop-in when it "fits”
your schedule
• Back to Basics
• High Calorie Burning
• Extra Flexibility
• Dynamic Muscle
Firming Floorwork
• It's JSAW!

• Sweat & smile to upbeat
contemporary music
• Choreographed for
non-dancers
• Burn Fat & Lose Inches
• Gain Youthful Energy
• The "get-it-all-together"
approach that shapes
up your figure
• Enjoyed by hundreds of
thousands of students
since 1971!

(Jacki Sorensen's Aerobic Workout)

CLASSES START
SEPTEMBER 12th

CALL ABOUT OUR
FREE CLASS

CALL NOW!
BEACHES

ARLINGTON

246-8124
246-4991
241-8070

724-3672
249-0794

SOUTHSIDE/
MANDARIN

WESTSIDE/
ORANGE PARK

731-7749
724-3672

272-6998

Register by Phone

dents that the Martin Luther King Schol
arship Fund applications will be avail
able Sept. 19 in the Financial Aid office.
The deadline for applying will be Oct. 19,
with the scholarship being awarded for
the Spring 1984 term.

BIOFEEDBACK SOCIETY

An organizational meeting of the UNF
Biofeedback Society will be held Wed.,
Sept. 21, al 4:30 p.m. in Bldg 11, room
2127. If interested but unable to attend,
leave your name and phone number in
the Psychology Dept., Bldg. 11, Jack
Harttje’s office.

JOURNALISM PLANNING COUNCIL

The Journalism Planning Council, com
posed of the UNF Journalism Club and

1983 Aerobic Dancing, Inc.

the UNF Public Relations Student Socie
ty of America, held the first of their
“Communication Tuesday" meetings last
week. Three area television newscasters,

Deborah Gianolous (TV-4), Tom Daniels
(TV-17) and Ernie Mastrianoi (TV-12)
appeared as panelists to discuss what
they saw as problems and potentials of
the medium of television news. During
the informal discussion the three told
about their experiences in the business,
and fielded questions from the audience.

“Communication Tuesday" is a month
ly event sponsored by the Journalism
Planning Council, with the next one
scheduled for Oct. 4 (time TBA)Joe No
lan of the public relations office of Mon
santo Corp. will be the featured guest. Atttendence is free and open to the public.

People on campus
Club Note

By Eunice Edwards
Spinnaker Staff Writer

KAPPA PI

The Kappa Pi Chapter of the Internation
al Fraternity of Delta Sigma Pi wel
comes back io campus all Business Col
lege students. Kappa Pi is a co
educational fraternity limited to
membership drawn from the business
student community. A special emphasisis
is put on recruitment at the beginning of
each term. All business students are in
vited to attend the fall recruitment activities, which will include a recruiting table
on campus from Sept 12 through Sept. 15.

Two "Meet the Chapter Receptions” will
be held, the first at 7:30 p.m. on Sept. 14,
and the other at 7:30 p.m. Sept. 15, in
Bldg. 11, room 2127. Kappa Pi invites stu
dents to come and meet chapter mem
bers and enjoy light refreshments al ei
ther reception.
For information about Delta Sigma Pi
and the UNF Chapter, Kappa Pi is locat
ed in Bldg 10, room 2117.

BLACK STUDENT UNION

The Black Student Union reminds stu-

Gandel Williams, Assistant Manager of
the Book Store, is a tall, Intelligent wom
an with a sense of humor. Her first day
in the book store was on June 15, 1976.
Students come to her for assistance in lo
cating books required for the school
term. Coming from all sections and for
eign countries, they are often bewildered.
“Caring for students is part of my du
ty. They need me as much as I need
them. It is of mutual benefit and flourish
es good will for the school. Most students
are considerate, the others cheat them
selves. I especially like working with the
Technical College because they are
friendly.”

Shirley Wilde, Articulation Director,
has moved out to the Beaches area. Kev
in Hudson, Communications student,
worked this summer at the prestigious
Ponte Vedra Club, where he is well liked
by the members. UNF Switchboard oper
ators Jodi Tiberio and Triscia Rouhlac,
student assistants, Physical Facilities,
split 40-hour work weeks answering the
phone, giving out general information,
typing and office duties. They like it. Jodi
transferred from Flagler to gain special
ization in the field of marketing. She
plans to be “a buyer in a department
store.”
At lhe Child Development Center Sha
ron Sellars was on duty as I was looking
for Building Five. Thank you, Sharon, for
showing
me the way.
_______________
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UNF educators respond
to Reagan’s challenge
by Michael Green
Spinnaker Staff Writer

(Editor's note: This is part one of a twopart series. Part two will be printed in
the Sept. 26 issue of The Spinnaker. Mi
chael Green is a former Spinnaker staff
writer; an educator now teaching at
Bethune-Cookman College, Daytona
Beach.
The University of North Florida Edu
cation Department is responding posi
tively to the challenge laid before it by
President Reagan’s National Commis
sion on Excellence in Education, accord
ing to local spokesmen.
The challenge was published this past
April in a report titled A Nation at Risk:
The Imperative for Educational Reform.
In its now oft-quoted statement, the com
mission says,“The educational founda
tions of our society are presently being
eroded by a rising tide of mediocrity that
threatens our very future as a Nation
and a people.” The report proceeds to
document the results of the commission’s
findings after 18 months of hearing testi
mony around the nation. Their recom
mendations fall in five major areas: the
content of education, the standards and
expectations in schools, the time devoted
by students to learning, the quality of
teachers and teaching, and educational
leadership and fiscal support.
The report has upset many people
across the nation. President Reagan was
issue of Time
reported in the May
magazine to have changed his own opin
ion regarding the nature of education in
the U.S. — that the report had “turned
my mind around.”
More recently leading politicians have
recognized the nation’s renewed interest
in education. One said that education
may replace inflation as the greatest
concern in the next election.

Educators’ responses throughout the na
tion has been generally positive except
for several specific proposals.
For example, the commission recom
mends rewarding superior teachers with
extra salary. This concept has raised the
hackles of the National Education Asso
ciation (NEA). the largest association of
educators in the U.S., which feels “merit
pay” is “inappropriate because of the
complexity of the teaching — learning
process.” (from NEA bylaws)
Members of the faculty and adminis
tration at UNF who were contacted for
this report said they felt that UNF has
been aware of the issues considered in A
Nation at Risk, and that the university
has been working consistently in the di
rections the commission recommends.
Dr. Tom Healy, dean of continuing ed
ucation at UNF, said that the commis
sion’s report summarizes discussions
which have been occurring throughout
the educational community for the past
five to ten years, discussions in which
UNF has taken part. Healy feels, though,
that “the report will bring national
awareness back to education,” especially
in terms of funding.
Dr. Paul Eggen, a professor of educa
tion at UNF, considered the president’s
commission, and other educational com
missions generally (such as Governor
Graham’s, which earlier made recom

mendations for Florida similar to those
made by the national commission).
Eggen views all such commissions “as
a very good sign for education, even
though on the surface it is critical of edu
cational practices that now exist. We are
very concerned with educational excel
lence and would like nothing better than
increased quality in the educational pro
cess at all levels,”he said. “I believe
some of the publicity, such as the report
from the National Commission on Educa
tional Excellence, can provide impetus
for this increase in quality.”
Dr. Bruce Gutknecht. chairman of the
division of curriculum and instruction in
the department of education at UNF, as
well as Healy, discussed the commis
sion’s recommendations.
Gutknecht began by expanding on the
point earlier made by Healy, that UNF
has been aware of the various discus
sions in the educational community be
fore the publication of A Nation At Risk.
For example, the National Assessment
of Educational Progress is published biannually
as part of the Education
Commission of the States which consists
of the various states’ governors. This re
port is widely used on the federal level as
well as by educators throughout the na
tion. It was largely responsible for
spreading the news about the declining
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores
during the ’60s and ’70s, which greatly
distressed people during that period.
UNF has been involved in the nationwide
efforts to correct this trend.
Gutknecht discussed the commission’s
report section by section. The commis
sion’s first recommendation (a) concerns
the content of education which feels that
all students who seek a high school diplo
ma should take, at a minimum, what it
calls the ‘Five New Basics’: (a) 4 years
of English, (b) 3 years of mathematics,
(c) 3 years of science; (d) 3 years of so
cial studies and (e) one-half year of com
puter science.
For the college bound two years of a
foreign language are strongly recom
mended. Gutknecht said that as far as
UNF is concerned, the recommended
curriculum would improve the prepara
tion of its students.
Healy agreed that the recommenda
tions were desirable. In addition, he
spoke at length about the steps that UNF
has taken in the area of computer litera
cy.
“In the past several years many
courses and programs about computers
have been offered on campus which have
always generated great interest. For ex
ample, this summer three computer
camps were run for children. ”
Presently the new division of compu
ter literacy is awaiting the choice of its
director.
The
program will be housed in Building Two.
Two labs of personal computers (about
40 units), which are on campus now will
have another lab of 15 to 20 added in the
near future. These computers will be
available to education majors as well as
other interested students on campus.
Healy believes that computers will be
come increasingly involved in the class
room as an aid to free teachers from con
centrating on lower level learning skills.
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Careers inforeign service
The United States Department of State,
the Department of Commerce and the
United States Information Agency are
particularly interested in increasing the
numbers of women and minority group
members serving as Foreign Service Of
ficers, Foreign Commercial Service Offi
cers and Foreign Service Information Of

ficers.
Information about these careers and
the written examination entry process is
available in the Career Planning Center
Library, Building Two, Room 2091. Appli
cations must be received by the Educa
tional Testing Service no later that Octo
ber 21, 1983.

collegiate crossword

©Edward
©
Edward Ju
Julius
lius

41 Shoddy
45 Road-map notation
(abbr.)
Quaker pronoun
Mountain climber
46 Fortune-tel ling
Sly glances
card
Released condition- 48 Boxing great
ally
49 "To --- is human"
Pilgrim John,
50 Type of weasel
et al.
51 Interval in music
Burden
52 Up-to-date version
Bucket handle
54 Clothing
Exultant
56 Intestinal enzyme
Pulpy fruit
57 Laughing
Australian bird
58 Head
Old TV show,
59 Harry Warren
"--- City"
output
Mazel --City near St.
DOWN
Petersburg
French sea
1 Monotony
Montana city
2 Command to a dog
More competent
3 Sea bird
Tip sideways
4 German city
Cornelia Otis --5 Baseball great
In addition
Tris --In an enclosure
6 Gallop
Craze
7 Curved
Autumn flower
8 Like some ties
Word in Cagney
9 Shade tree
phrase
10 Refuted

ACROSS

1
5
11
12
14

15
17
18
20
21
22
23
24

27
28
30
32
33
36
37
38
39
40

Collegiate CW76-31

11 South American
ruminant
13 Aficionado
14 Aid’s partner
16 Black birds
19 More crippled
25 Velvetlike fabric
26 Mr. Doubleday
28 Computer language
29 --- Heep
31 Set the pace
32 100 years (abbr.)
33 Leaner
34 European falcon
35 Distance between
two notes
36 Item for Arthur
Fiedler
38 Seaman
40 Branched
42 Ingesting
43 Red --44 Calumet
46 Three musical notes
47 Blood, Sweat,
and --50 "Como --- usted?"
51 Half of movie team
53 Diamonds (slang)
55 Spanish uncle

See National Risk — Page 16

FAST

TiMES
You know , Sometimes
I think professors are
just a litte too sadistιc
with this stuff !
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Faculty
Jottings

By Emily Campbell
Spinnaker Columnist

Welcome home Dr. Linda Foley, chair
person, department of psychology and
associate professor of psychology! Foley,
on sabbatical leave this past year, spent
her time in Germany doing research on
“adaptation to culture”, studying adoles
cent Americans in Germany. “Many re
main on military bases and isolate them
selves from the German culture,” she
said. She also did a lot of traveling in Eu
rope, including East Berlin, Hungary and
Yugoslavia, but she missed Florida and
her university friends. Congratula
tions to Dr. Dale Clifford, associate pro
fessor of history, who has been appointed
director of the lower division at UNF—
Replacing her as president of the Facul
ty Association is Dr.Stephen L. Shapiro,
associate professor of economics. Good
luck to him in his new responsibilities.
Welcome to the UNF campus, Dr. Pat
rick Plumlee, associate professor of po
litical science and co-ordinator of the
MPA (Master of Public Administration)
program. Plumlee comes to us from
Southern Methodist University in Dallas,
Texas. “UNF met all my criteria,” he
said. “I wanted to come to a state that
had an economic growth horizon.” He is
pleased with the diversity of the student
body. “SMU is so expensive. Their stu
dents come to us out of high school. No
body is over 20. UNF has more mature
students with broader ranges of experi
ence that they can bring to a class. Also,
they speak up for themselves.” Plumlee
had never set foot in Florida before com
ing for his interview. He teaches an un
dergraduate course on the American
Presidency (POS 3413) and a graduate
course in Regulatory Administrataion
(PAD 6612). His hobby is playing blue
grass music on the banjo— Over in
building 8, we found Dr. Cherrill Heaton,
professor of business communications
and english. He, too, plays bluegrass on
his banjo. Heaton recently acquired an
official Princeton University basketball

group yet.”— Lynne Raiser, assistant
professor, special education, sent a
memo to my box at the Spinnaker office
advising that her cousin, Ouida Doughty
and her son, Geoffrey Raiser, were Au
gust graduates from UNF and would like
to know if any other children of faculty
members have graduated from UNF.
She can be reached at 246-8607 or
646-2930.Dr. Curtis Church, assistant
professor of mathematical sciences, is
the proud father of a boy. Dr. Emilio
Toro, visiting professor of mathematica

Educators acknowledge
commission’s challenge
From Page 15

He feels that, because of the interest in
raising average test scores in the last 20
years, too much emphasis (and time in
class) has been spent on drilling and red
rilling basic skills. Consequently, the gift

sciences, has returned from visiting fam
ily and friends in Bogota, Columbia. He ed students — the ones America heavily
said he thought he had escaped the heat, draws upon for its future scientists and
but “it’s worse than before I left.”
Dr. leaders, have been largely neglected.
Leonard Lipkin, professor of mathemati
However, as a result of adding compu
cal sciences, heard wedding bells ring for ters to the classroom, the teacher will be
him. Dr. James Crooks, professor of free to work on developing advanced
history, took the summer off from teach thinking skills as students complete their
ing duties but served on his church’s basic skills.
committee to secure jobs for 35 teen
agers during the summer months.
Healy suspects that a computer litera
.Lyle Miller, assistant professor of sce
cy requirement will be made for all stu
nery and lighting, is another new face on
dents in the next few years.
our campus. Miller, MFA, comes to us
Gutknecht discussed the implications
from Oklahoma via Kentucky.

of the content section of the report, point
ing out that what is being recommended
is a nationally uniform curriculum. He
cautioned that establishing a uniform
curriculum would be “hard to do because
education is a state responsibility.”
Even within just one state like Florida,
Gutknecht said, a bill such as the RAISE
curriculum, did not pass because of the
jealously guarded autonomy of local
school boards.
Within the state, however, such prob
lems are often avoided by working from
the top down. For example, the State
Board of Regents of the University of
Florida System (BOR) has been tighten
ing up the standards for college admis
sion. In essence they have told the uni
versities “to get out of the remedial busi
ness,” according to Gutknecht.
(To be continued.)

uniform, number 22, size medium, at a
garage sale and looks forward to an ap
propriate occasion for wearing it.
Yvonne Gatz, visiting professor of soci
ology, divides her teaching duties be
tween us and Florida State University. At
UNF, she teaches Social Work as a Pro
fession (SOW 4302). She is the local presi
dent of the National Association of Social
Workers. She has been the director of so
cial services at the Daniel Memorial
Home. Gatz grew up in North Dakota
with the buffalos and moved here with
her husband in 1968. She plays the piano
and alto saxophone, and has appeared
with the UNF Community Band in the
past. Speaking of this experience, she
says “Lenard Bowie is an excellent con
ductor.” On her office wall is a huge cir
cular fringed leather wall hanging from
Africa. Lenard Bowie, associate pro
fessor of music, was sitting at his desk in

building 4, pouring over figures. “I’m try
ing to work out the financing of our mu
sic programs, recitals, and concerts," he
said. Dressed in a dashiki patterned in a
North American Indian print, he won
dered what the figures represented. “Go
see Dr. Rona Mazer, assistant professor
of anthropology,” your reporter advised.
Mazer teaches North American Indians
(ANT 3310). William Denza, assistant
professor of music, spotted us and ad
vised that his jazz group will give their
first recital on Thursday, September 22
from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. in building 14 (Thea
tre). One dollar admission will be
charged to defray expenses for upcoming
instrumental music concerts. Denza
hopes we’ll all come sometime between
those hours. He claims this is “the best

Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.
If there’s one thing business
students have always needed,
this is it: an affordable, business-oriented calculator.
The Texas Instruments
BA-35, the Student Business
Analyst.
Its built-in business
formulas let you perform
complicated finance,
accounting and statistical
functions - the ones that
usually require a lot of time
and a stack of reference books,
like present and future value
1983

Texas Instruments

A powerful combination.
calculations, amortizations
and balloon payments.
Think business. With
the BA-35 Student
The BA-35 means you
spend less time calculating,
Business Analyst.
and more time learning. One
keystroke takes the place
of many.
The calculator is just part
Creating useful products
of the package. You also get
and services for you.
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.

Texas

Instruments

